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A central decomposition of a group G is a set H of subgroups in which distinct members commute,
and G is generated by H but by no proper subset. A group is centrally indecomposable if its only
central decomposition consists of the group itself. A central decomposition is fully reﬁned if it consists
of centrally indecomposable subgroups. We prove
Theorem 1.1. For p-groups P of class 2 and exponent p,
(i) the following are invariants of fully reﬁned central decompositions of P : the number of members, the
multiset of orders of the members, and the multiset of orders of the centers of the members; and
(ii) the number of orbits of Aut P acting on the set of fully reﬁned central decompositions can be any positive
integer.
Central decompositions arise from, and give rise to, central products. Hence Theorem 1.1(i) is a
theorem of Krull–Remak–Schmidt type (cf. [21, (3.3.8)]). That theorem states that the automorphism
group is transitive on the set of fully reﬁned direct decompositions. Theorem 1.1(ii) points out how
unrelated the proof of Theorem 1.1(i) has to be to that of the classical Krull–Remak–Schmidt theorem.
A naive estimate shows that there are p2n
3/27+O (n2) centrally decomposable groups of class 2 and
order pn (consider P × Zp , |P | = pn−1) which is the same estimate given for the total number of
groups of class 2 and order pn [12, Theorem 2.1]. Those estimates fall short of giving the proportion of
groups which are centrally decomposable, but they demonstrate that the invariants of Theorem 1.1(i)
are often non-trivial. Certainly no short list of integers can distinguish between the nearly exponential
multitude of non-isomorphic p-groups of order pn; however, the proof of Theorem 1.1(i) follows from
deeper structural theorems which we preview in Section 1.1 and generalize in Section 8.
The limited literature on central products has had two main thrusts. One thrust generalizes what
is known for extraspecial groups [9, p. 204] to other groups with a cyclic center or cyclic commutator
subgroup, e.g.: [1] and [24, Theorem 3.10]. The second thrust generalizes Wedderburn’s ‘exchange’
technique [19, Theorem 2] as in the familiar proof of the Krull–Remak–Schimdt theorem, e.g.: [25,
Theorem 4.3]. When applied to p-groups of class 2, that approach assumes that the centrally inde-
composable groups involved have rank at most 3 [25, Theorem 4.7]. In light of Theorem 1.1(ii) we
now recognize that exchange arguments generally fail for larger p-groups.
The method in this paper involves bilinear maps and non-associative rings, but not the nilpotent
Lie rings usually associated with p-groups. We introduce a ∗-ring and a Jordan ring in order to study
central decompositions. The approach leads to a great many other results for p-groups and intro-
duces a surprising interplay between p-groups, symmetric bilinear forms, and various rings. Most of
these ideas are developed elsewhere. Notably, in [29] we use the method to prove that there is a
polynomial-time algorithm to ﬁnd a fully reﬁned central decompositions of p-groups P of class 2 (of
arbitrary exponent). So in conjunction with Theorem 1.1 (and its stronger version Corollary 8.2), we
hope to restrict some of the study of p-groups to those which are centrally indecomposable. In [28]
we prove there are p2n
3/27+O (n2) centrally indecomposable groups of order pn , which is of the same
form as the Higman–Sims bound on the total number of groups of order pn [12,22]. In that paper we
also describe the structure of centrally indecomposable groups. As an example of these methods in a
different direction, in [30] a polynomial-time algorithm is proved which computes the structure and
generators for the intersection of a set of classical groups, equivalently the group CAut P (P ′). This is a
useful step towards the hard problem of ﬁnding generators for Aut P ; see [8, p. 2286].
1.1. Outline of the proof
In Section 2 we reduce Theorem 1.1 to the setting of p-groups P where P ′ = Z(P ) and to central
decompositions H where Z(H) = Z(P ) for all H ∈ H (Corollary 2.9). This stage of our paper is the
most like previous works and relies on Krull–Remak–Schmidt type arguments.
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b : P/Z(P ) × P/Z(P ) → P ′ (1.1)
determined by commutation in P , speciﬁcally b(Z(P )x, Z(P )y) = [x, y] for all x, y ∈ P . That proves to
be the right tool to linearize the problem. Speciﬁcally, every central decomposition corresponds to a
perpendicular decomposition of b, and vice versa (Theorem 3.11).
The Sections 4–6 focus on bilinear maps and conclude with a proof of Theorem 1.1(i). However,
to survey these techniques without introducing terminology we consider here the implications these
methods have to p-groups P of class 2 and exponent p. Using a ∗-ring associated to P , we prove that
CAut P (P
′) = O p
(
CAut P (P
′)
)
 (G1 × · · · × Gt) (1.2)
where each Gi is isomorphic to one of GO±(2m, pe), GO(2m + 1, pe), GU(m, p2e), GL(m, pe), or
Sp(2m, pe), where the type, m, and e, depend on i (Theorem 4.39). Furthermore, we demonstrate
that a fully reﬁned central decomposition H of P induces a fully reﬁned perpendicular decomposi-
tion Xi with respect to the form di of the classical group Gi ∼= Isom(di), for each 1  i  t . Hence,
H is partitioned as follows:
H = H1 unionsq · · · unionsqHt (1.3)
where each Hi is in bijection with Xi , and |Xi | = rankGi , for 1 i  t (Section 4.8).
Immediately every fully reﬁned central decomposition of P has the same size, speciﬁcally |H| =∑t
i=1 rankGi . It also follows that P is centrally indecomposable if, and only if, t = 1 and rankG1 = 1.
We label each centrally indecomposable group P with a group isomorphism invariant of abelian, or
orthogonal, unitary, exchange (which applies for GL(1, pe)), or symplectic based on the type of the
classical group G1 (Theorem 4.41).
In Section 5 we consider the CAut P (P ′)-orbits on the set of fully reﬁned central decompositions.
Here we use a Jordan ring associated to P . Using this ring we show that if two fully reﬁned central
decompositions H and K induce the same perpendicular decomposition for the form di associated
to Gi ∼= Isom(di), for each 1  i  t , then there is a ϕ ∈ CAut P (P ′) such that Hϕ = K. Thus, our
problem is reduced to considering the different fully reﬁned perpendicular decompositions which can
be induced on di , for each 1 i  t . That problem is essentially one of understanding the orbits of the
classical group Gi on the set of fully reﬁned perpendicular decompositions of di . With the exception
of orthogonal groups we show this action is always transitive and that it lifts to CAut P (P ′) acting on
the set of fully reﬁned central decompositions. This is summarized in Corollary 5.19.
In Section 6 we resolve the problems with orthogonal groups and involve Aut P to determine
when the multiple CAut P (P ′)-orbits might be fused together. We use the fact that orthogonal groups
are transitive on various perpendicular decompositions consisting of m many 2-spaces where m is the
Witt index of the associated form. The members of a fully reﬁned central decomposition can be corre-
spondingly paired leaving the centrally indecomposable members of non-orthogonal type untouched.
The resulting semi-reﬁned central decompositions form a set upon which CAut P (P ′) acts transitively
(Corollary 6.8). This is enough to deduce Theorem 1.1(i).
In Section 7 we prove Theorem 1.1(ii) and construct examples of each of the four non-abelian
centrally indecomposable groups proposed by Theorem 4.41.
In Section 8 we give a generalization to p-groups of class 2 with arbitrary exponent. We also
consider 2-groups and further directions.
2. Reducing to central products with identical centers
In this section we show that we can concentrate our questions on central decompositions whose
members have equal centers. The issues to consider involve well-known obstacles created by abelian
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Throughout the remaining pages, all groups, rings, and modules will be ﬁnite, and p will be an odd
prime. We begin with brief introductions to central products and central decompositions of groups.
2.1. Central products and decompositions
A central product of a multiset H of groups is any epimorphism π : ∏H∈H H → G where H ∩
kerπ = 1 for all H ∈ H [5, (11.1)]. Thus G is generated by Hπ and [Hπ, 〈Hπ − {Hπ}〉] = 1 for all
H ∈ H. This implies Hπ is normal in G and Hπ ∩ 〈Hπ − {Hπ}〉 Z(G).1
The central product π (as above) is degenerate if there is a proper submultiset J ⊂ H such that
the restriction of π to
∏
J∈J J is surjective. For example, Zp is a degenerate central product of any
n  2 copies of Zp via the map (x1, . . . , xn)π = x1 + · · · + xn , but Zp has a unique non-degenerate
central product π : Zp → Zp . For brevity we now insist the term “central product” will be used only
for non-degenerate central products. Thus, Hπ is a central decomposition of G in the sense given in
Section 1; in particular, Hπ is now a set (not a multiset).
Remark 2.1. If G is a degenerate central product of H via an epimorphism π , then 1 = [Hπ, 〈Hπ −
{Hπ}〉] = [Hπ,G] so Hπ  Z(G). As H ∩ kerπ = 1, this makes H abelian; thus a degenerate central
product and/or decomposition can be made non-degenerate by removing unnecessary abelian mem-
bers.
Given a set H of subgroups of a group G and a normal subgroup M of G , we make repeated use
of the following associated sets:
HM = {HM: H ∈ H} − {M} and (2.1)
HM/M = {HM/M: H ∈ H} − {M/M}. (2.2)
Remark 2.2. Many authors write H1 ∗ · · · ∗ Hs or H1 ◦ · · · ◦ Hs for a central product of groups
{H1, . . . , Hs}. Those notations obfuscate π and we use ◦ only when π is either immaterial or clariﬁed
by context.
2.2. Reducing to central decompositions with a common intersection
The main result in this section is Corollary 2.9 which implies that if P has fully reﬁned central
decompositions H and K where HZ(P ) = KZ(P ), then there is a ϕ ∈ Aut P with Hϕ = K. The proof
uses standard group theory with arguments similar to the Krull–Remak–Schmidt theorem for ﬁnite
groups. This section makes essential use of the exponent p assumption in Theorem 1.1. That as-
sumption, though essential, can be relaxed in meaningful ways by replacing this section with related
methods as outlined in Section 8.
Lemma 2.3.
(i) There are subgroups Q and A of P such that Z(Q ) = Q ′ = P ′ , A  Z(P ) and P = Q × A.
(ii) Given subgroups Q and R of P such that Z(Q ) = Q ′ = P ′ = R ′ = Z(R) and P = Q Z(P ) = R Z(P ), if A is
a complement to Q as in (i) then it is also a complement to R so that P = Q × A = R × A. Furthermore,
there is ϕ ∈ CAut P (Inn P ) with Q ϕ = R and ϕ|Z(P ) = 1.
1 P. Hall introduced the construction writing: “the central product . . . obtained from the direct product by identifying the
centers. . . ” [11, 3 · 2]. Here we allow the centers to be partially identiﬁed.
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P = Q Z(P ). Furthermore, P ′ = [Q Z(P ), Q Z(P )] = Q ′ and [P , Z(Q )] = [Q Z(P ), Z(Q )] = 1, so Q ′ 
Z(Q ) Q ∩ Z(P ) = Q ′ .
Also, Z(P ) is elementary abelian, so there is a complement A to P ′ in Z(P ). Whence, P =
Q Z(P ) = Q A and Q ∩ A  Q ∩ Z(P ) ∩ A = P ′ ∩ A = 1. As A is central in P , P = Q × A.
(ii) Fix two subgroups Q and R as described in the hypothesis. So there is a complement A to Q
as in (i). Since Q ∩ Z(P ) = P ′ = R ∩ Z(P ) it follows that P = Q × A = R × A. Let π : P → P be the
projection of P to R with kernel A. Restricting π to Q gives a homomorphism α : Q → R . Further-
more, P = Q A so α is surjective, and Q ∩ A = 1 so α is injective. Hence α is an isomorphism. Indeed,
Q ′ = P ′ = R ′ and π is the identity on R , so α is the identity on Q ′ = R ′ . Then β = α × 1A : Q × A →
R × A is a central automorphism of P sending Q to R . As Z(P ) = Z(Q ) × A = Q ′ × A it follows that
β|Z(P ) = 1. 
Deﬁnition 2.4. If H is a central decomposition of P , then deﬁne Z(H) = {H ∈ H: H  Z(P )}.
Lemma 2.5. Let H be a fully reﬁned central decomposition of P . If Q = 〈H − Z(H)〉 and A = 〈Z(H)〉, then
P = Q × A, Q ′ = Z(Q ) and Q ′A = Z(P ).
Proof. Certainly A  Z(P ) and P = Q A. Also P ′ = Q ′ and Z(P ) = Z(Q )A. As H is fully reﬁned, every
H ∈ H − Z(H) is centrally indecomposable and so also directly indecomposable. By Lemma 2.3 it
follows that H ′ = Z(H), for all H ∈ H− Z(H). As a result, Q ′ = Z(Q ). Thus P = Q × A. 
Deﬁnition 2.6. Two central decompositions H and K of a group G are exchangeable if, for each
J ⊆ H, there is an α ∈ AutG such that Jα ⊆ K and (H−J )α = H−J .
In the notation of Remark 2.2, if G = H1 ◦ · · · ◦ Hs = K1 ◦ · · · ◦ Kt are exchangeable decompositions,
then s = t and, for each 1 i  s,
G = H1 ◦ · · · ◦ Hi ◦ Ki+1 ◦ · · · ◦ Kt .
Replacing ◦ with × we recognize this as the usual exchange property for direct decompositions. The
Krull–Remak–Schmidt theorem states that all fully reﬁned direct decompositions (Remak decompo-
sitions) are exchangeable [21, (3.3.8)]. In light of Theorem 1.1(ii), a general p-group of class 2 and
exponent p will have fully reﬁned central decompositions which are not exchangeable.
Subgroups in Z(H) can only be exchanged with subgroups in Z(K), and similarly for the comple-
ments of these sets.
Lemma 2.7. If H and K are two fully reﬁned central decompositions of P such that H − Z(H) = K − Z(K),
then H and K are exchangeable.
Proof. Set Q = 〈H− Z(H)〉, A = 〈Z(H)〉, R = 〈K− Z(K)〉 and B = 〈Z(K)〉. By Lemma 2.3(i) it follows
that P = Q × A = R × B and by Lemma 2.3(ii), P = Q × B as well. The projection endomorphism π
from P to B with kernel Q makes α = 1Q × π an automorphism sending A to B and identity on
Q . Since A and B are elementary abelian, any fully reﬁned central decomposition is a direct decom-
position so Z(H)α is exchangeable with Z(K) by automorphisms of B . As Aut B extends to Aut P
inducing the identity on Q , it follows that H and K are exchangeable. 
Theorem 2.8. If H and K are two fully reﬁned central decompositions of P such that HZ(P ) = KZ(P ), then
H and K are exchangeable.
Proof. It suﬃces to prove that a single subgroup of H can be exchanged with one in K. Let M = Z(P )
and ﬁx H ∈ H− Z(H). As HM = KM there is a K ∈ K such that HM = KM . Since H is not contained
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no proper subset of K generates P , this cannot occur. So K is uniquely determined by H .
By Lemma 2.3(i) and the assumption that H and K are fully reﬁned, it follows that H ′ = Z(H)
and K ′ = Z(K ). As Z(HM) = M = Z(KM) it follows that H Z(HM) = HM = KM = K Z(KM). So by
Lemma 2.3(ii) there is an automorphism α of HM = KM which is the identity on M and maps H
to K . Extend α to P by deﬁning α as the identity on all J ∈ H − {H}. This extension exchanges H
and K . 
Corollary 2.9. Let P be a p-group of class 2 and exponent p. Given two fully reﬁned central decompositions
H and K of P , there is a ϕ ∈ CAut P (Inn P ) such that Hϕ = K if, and only if, HZ(P ) = KZ(P ).
Proof. Suppose that Hϕ = K for some ϕ ∈ CAut P (Inn P ). Given H ∈ H set K = Hϕ . Then
H Z(P )/Z(P ) = (H Z(P )/Z(P ))ϕ = K Z(P )/Z(P ) so H Z(P ) = K Z(P ). Thus HZ(P ) = KZ(P ).
For the reverse direction, let HZ(P ) = KZ(P ). Then by Theorem 2.8 there is a ϕ ∈ CAut P (Inn P )
with Hϕ = K. 
3. Bilinear maps and p-groups
In light of Corollary 2.9, for Theorem 1.1 it suﬃces to consider only those central decomposi-
tions H of P where H = HZ(P ). In this section we associate to P an alternating bilinear map of
commutation and show that the set of central decompositions H = HZ(P ) is in bijection with the
set of perpendicular decompositions of this bilinear map. We also show that automorphisms of P
determine pseudo-isometries of the bilinear map and vice versa (Proposition 3.8 and Theorem 3.11).
Therefore Theorem 1.1 is reduced to studying perpendicular decompositions of bilinear maps.
3.1. Bilinear and Hermitian maps, isometries, and pseudo-isometries
In this section we introduce terminology and elementary properties for bilinear maps which we
will use frequently. Throughout, let V and W be k-modules for a commutative ring k. All homomor-
phisms are assumed to be k-linear. Our notation is additive when handling abelian sections.
A map b : V × V → W is k-bilinear if it satisﬁes
b(su + u′, tv + v ′) = stb(u, v) + tb(u′, v) + sb(u, v ′) + b(u′, v ′) (3.1)
for all u,u′, v, v ′ ∈ V and all s, t ∈ k. Given X, Y ⊆ V deﬁne
b(X, Y ) = 〈b(u, v): u ∈ X, v ∈ Y 〉. (3.2)
For convenience we assume all our bilinear maps have W = b(V , V ). Whenever X  V we can re-
strict b to
bX : X × X → b(X, X). (3.3)
The radical of b is
radb = {u ∈ V : b(u, V ) = 0= b(V ,u)}. (3.4)
If radb = 0 then b is non-degenerate. A k-bilinear map b : V × V → W is called θ -Hermitian if θ ∈
GL(W ) and
b(u, v) = b(v,u)θ, ∀u, v ∈ V . (3.5)
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Furthermore, θ is uniquely determined by b and so it is suﬃcient to say b is a Hermitian map.
Remark 3.1. We are careful to say “Hermitian map” so that no confusion occurs with Hermitian forms.
In this way there is no need do distinguish between bilinear and sesquilinear (all sesquilinear maps
are bilinear over a smaller ring k). Furthermore, the usual symmetric and alternating maps are in-
cluded in the class of Hermitian maps.
Given two k-bilinear maps b : V × V → W and b′ : V ′ × V ′ → W ′ , a morphism from b to b′ is a
pair (α,β) of k-linear maps α : V → V ′ and β : W → W ′ such that
b′(uα, vα) = b(u, v)β, ∀u, v ∈ V . (3.6)
When α is surjective it follows that W ′ = b′(Vα, Vα); so, β is uniquely determined by α. In this case
we often write αˆ for β . If α and αˆ are isomorphisms then we say b and b′ are pseudo-isometric. The
term isometric is reserved for the customary circumstance where W = W ′ and αˆ = 1W .
The pseudo-isometry group is
Ψ Isom(b) = {(α, αˆ) ∈ GL(V ) × GL(W ): ∀u, v ∈ V , b(uα, vα) = b(u, v)αˆ}, (3.7)
and the isometry group is
Isom(b) = {α ∈ GL(V ): ∀u, v ∈ V , b(uα, vα) = b(u, v)}. (3.8)
When b is a bilinear k-form (i.e.: W = k), the pseudo-isometry group goes by various names, including
the group of similitudes and the conformal group of b. The following is obvious:
Proposition 3.2.
(i) If (ϕ, ϕˆ) is a pseudo-isometry from b to b′ then Ψ Isom(b) ∼= Ψ Isom(b′) via (α, αˆ) → (αϕ, αˆϕˆ), and
Isom(b) ∼= Isom(b′) via α → αϕ .
(ii) If b : V × V → W is a bilinear map, then (α, αˆ) → αˆ is a homomorphism from Ψ Isom(b) into GL(W )
with kernel naturally identiﬁed with Isom(b).
(iii) If W = b(V , V ) then (α, αˆ) → α is a faithful representation of Ψ Isom(b) in GL(V ) containing Isom(b).
Remark 3.3. The decision to write the isometry group as a subgroup of GL(V ) rather than GL(V ) ×
GL(W ) is to match with the classical deﬁnition of the isometry group of a bilinear form. In light
of Proposition 3.2(ii) we may view Isom(b) as a subgroup of Ψ Isom(b) and Ψ Isom(b)/ Isom(b) as a
subgroup of GL(W ).
3.2. ⊥-decompositions
Deﬁnition 3.4. Let b : V × V → W be a k-bilinear map.
(i) A set X of subspaces of V is a ⊥-decomposition of b if: (a) b(X, Y ) = 0 for all distinct X, Y ∈ X
and (b) V = 〈Y〉 for Y ⊆ X if, and only if, Y = X .
(ii) A subspace X of V is a ⊥-factor if there is a ⊥-decomposition X containing X .
(iii) We say b is ⊥-indecomposable if it has only the trivial ⊥-decomposition {V }.
(iv) A ⊥-decomposition X of b is fully reﬁned if bX is ⊥-indecomposable for each X ∈ X (cf. (3.3)).
When b is Hermitian it is also reﬂexive in the sense that b(u, v) = 0 if, and only if, b(v,u) = 0, for
u, v ∈ V .
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know b(x, 〈X − {X}〉) = 0 and b(x, X) = 0; thus, b(x, V ) = 0. Hence, X ∩ 〈X − {X}〉  radb. Thus
when radb splits in V (such as when V is a vector space), a fully reﬁned ⊥-decomposition is also
a direct decomposition of V . More generally, if b is non-degenerate then any ⊥-decomposition is
also a direct decomposition of V .
3.3. The functor Bi
In this section we use a well-known method of Baer [6], compare [16] and [27, Section 5]. The
method is closely related to the Kaloujnine–Lazard–Mal’cev correspondence (see [17, Theorems 10.13,
10.20]).
Let P be a p-group of class 2 and exponent p, V = P/P ′ , and W = P ′ . Then V and W are elemen-
tary abelian p-groups, that is, Zp-vector spaces. The commutator affords an alternating Zp-bilinear
map Bi(P ) : V × V → W where b = Bi(P ) is deﬁned by
b(P ′x, P ′ y) = [x, y], ∀x, y ∈ P . (3.9)
The radical of b is Z(P )/P ′ . If α : P → Q is a homomorphism of p-groups of class 2 and exponent p,
then
Bi(α) = (α|P/P ′ : P ′x → Q ′xα,α|P ′ : x → xα) (3.10)
is a morphism from Bi(P ) to Bi(Q ) (cf. (3.6)).
Remark 3.6. We have refrained from using V = P/Z(P ) and W = Z(P ). A homomorphism α : P → Q
of p-groups need not map the center of P into the center of Q so with W = Z(P ) we cannot induce
a morphism Bi(α) of Bi(P ) → Bi(Q ). Moreover, using P ′ we have W = b(V , V ). The penalty is that
b may be degenerate. We avoid this diﬃculty by means of Lemma 2.3(i).
Given another homomorphism β : Q → R then Bi(αβ) = Bi(α)Bi(β); so, Bi is a functor. Finally, if
α,β : P → Q are homomorphisms then Bi(α) = Bi(β) if, and only if, α|P/P ′ = β|P/P ′ (which forces
also α|P ′ = β|P ′ ).
Finally, subgroups Q  P are mapped to bQ P ′/P ′ (see (3.3)). If Q ′ = Z(Q ) (as in Lemma 2.3(i))
then Q ′  Q ∩ P ′  Q ∩ Z(P ) Z(Q ) = Q ′ so that Q ∩ P ′ = Q ′ . Hence, Q P ′/P ′ ∼= Q /Q ′ and bQ P ′/P ′
is naturally pseudo-isometric to Bi(Q ).
Proposition 3.7. If H is a central decomposition of P , then Bi(H) = {HP ′/P ′: H ∈ H} − {P ′/P ′} is a ⊥-
decomposition of b.
Proof. Let H and K be distinct members of H. As [H, K ] = 1 it follows that b(HP ′/P ′, K P ′/P ′) = 0.
Furthermore, H generates P and so X = Bi(H) generates V = P/P ′ . Finally, take Y ⊂ X such that
V = 〈Y〉. Deﬁne J = {H ∈ H: HP ′/P ′ ∈ Y} ⊆ H. Note Y = Bi(J ). Let Q = 〈J 〉. Since V = 〈Y〉 it
follows that Q P ′/P ′ = V or rather that Q P ′ = P . Hence P = 〈J , P ′〉. As P ′  Φ(P ) it follows that
P = 〈J 〉. As no proper subset of H generates P , it follows that J = H so that Y = X . This proves
that X is a ⊥-decomposition. 
3.4. The functor Grp
Suppose b : V × V → W is an alternating Zp-bilinear map with W = b(V , V ). Equip the set V ×W
with the product
(u,w) ∗ (v, x) =
(
u + v,w + x+ 1
2
b(u, v)
)
, ∀(u,w), (v, x) ∈ V × W .
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then Grp(α, αˆ) : Grp(b) → Grp(b′) is (v,w) → (vα,wαˆ).
By direct computation we verify that Grp(b) is a p-group of class 2 and exponent p with cen-
ter radb × W and commutator subgroup 0 × W . Furthermore, Grp is a functor. Compare with [27,
Theorem 5.14] and [6, Theorem 2.1].
Let Autγ P = {ϕ ∈ Aut P : ϕ|P/P ′ = 1}. Evidently this group induces the identity on V and W . So
write ϕ − 1 for the induced Zp-linear map V → W deﬁned by P ′x(ϕ − 1) = x−1(xϕ). This group
is contained in the central automorphism group CAut P (Inn P ) and these groups agree whenever
P ′ = Z(P ).
Proposition 3.8. Let P = Grp(b). All the following hold:
(i) Autγ P ∼= hom(V ,W ) via the isomorphism ϕ → ϕ − 1, for all ϕ ∈ Autγ P .
(ii) Aut P ∼= Ψ Isom(b)  Autγ P , with (1 + ϕ)(α,αˆ) = 1 + α−1ϕαˆ for each ϕ ∈ hom(V ,W ) and (α, αˆ) ∈
Ψ Isom(b).
(iii) CAut P (P ′) ∼= Isom(b)  Autγ P .
Proof. These follow directly from the deﬁnition of Grp(b). 
If U  V then deﬁne Grp(bU ) as U × b(U ,U )  Grp(b). It is evident that this determines a sub-
group. Similarly, given a set of subspaces X of V deﬁne Grp(X ) = {Grp(bU ): U ∈ X }.
Proposition 3.9. If X is a ⊥-decomposition of b then Grp(X ) is a central decomposition of Grp(b).
Proof. Let X and Y be distinct members of X . Set H = Grp(bX ), K = Grp(bY ) and P = Grp(b). Since
b(X, Y ) = 0 it follows that [H, K ] = 1. Also, V is generated by X , and V × 0 generates P , so that P is
generated by H = Grp(X ).
Let J be a subset of H where G = 〈J 〉. Deﬁne Y = {X ∈ X : Grp(bX ) ∈ J }. It follows that V = 〈Y〉
so Y = X by the assumptions on X . Hence, J = X . So indeed, H is a central decomposition. 
3.5. Equivalence of central and ⊥-decompositions
Here we relate fully reﬁned central decompositions to fully reﬁned ⊥-decompositions.
Proposition 3.10. Let b : V × V → W be an alternating Zp-bilinear map and P a p-group of class 2 and
exponent p.
(i) There is a natural pseudo-isometry (τ , τˆ ) from b to b′ = Bi(Grp(b)).
(ii) Every function  : P/P ′ → P to a transversal of P/P ′ in P , with 0 = 1 determines an isomorphism
ϕ : P → P˜ where P˜ = Grp(Bi(P )).
Proof. (i) Let b : V × V → W be an alternating bilinear map. Set P = Grp(b) and b′ = Bi(Grp(b)).
Recall P ′ = 0 × W and deﬁne τ : V → P/P ′ by vτ = (v,0) + 0 × W and τˆ : W → 0 × W by wτˆ =
(0,w). This makes (τ , τˆ ) a pseudo-isometry from b to b′ . It is straightforward to verify that (τ , τˆ ) is
indeed a natural transformation.
(ii) Now let P be an arbitrary p-group of class 2 and exponent p. Set V = P/P ′ , W = P ′ , b = Bi(P ),
and P˜ = Grp(Bi(P )). Given a lift  : V → P with 0 = 1, deﬁne ϕ : P → P˜ by xϕ = (x¯, x− x¯) where
x¯= P ′x. The group P has the presentation
〈
V ,W
∣∣ ∀u, v ∈ V , [u, v] = b(u, v), exponent p, class 2〉
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〈
V × 0,0× W ∣∣ ∀(u,w), (v,w ′) ∈ V × W , [(u,w), (v,w ′)]= (0,b(u, v)), exponent p, class 2〉.
Evidently ϕ preserves the exponent relations. Furthermore,
[x, y]ϕ = [x¯, y¯]ϕ = b(x¯, y¯)ϕ =
(
0,b(x¯, y¯)
)
for each x, y ∈ P . Hence, ϕ preserves all the relations of the presentations and so ϕ is a homomor-
phism, indeed, an isomorphism. 
Theorem 3.11. Let P be a p-group of class 2 and exponent p such that P ′ = Z(P ), and let H be a central
decomposition of P .
(i) P is centrally indecomposable if, and only if, Bi(P ) is ⊥-indecomposable.
(ii) H is a fully reﬁned if, and only if, Bi(H) is fully reﬁned.
(iii) if K is a central decomposition of P , then
(a) there is α ∈ Aut P such that HP ′α = KP ′ if, and only if, there is (β, βˆ) ∈ Ψ Isom(Bi(P )) such that
Bi(H)β = Bi(K).
(b) there is α ∈ CAut P (P ′) such that HP ′α = KP ′ if, and only if, there is β ∈ Isom(Bi(P )) such that
Bi(H)β = Bi(K).
Proof. (i) Let P be a centrally indecomposable group and take b = Bi(P ), V = P/P ′ , and W = P ′ .
Suppose that X is a ⊥-decomposition of b. It follows that {X × b(X, X): X ∈ X } is a central decom-
position of Grp(Bi(P )), Proposition 3.9. By Proposition 3.10(ii) we know P is isomorphic to Grp(Bi(P ))
so that Grp(Bi(P )) must be centrally indecomposable. Therefore, X × b(X, X) = Grp(Bi(P )) = V × W
so that X = V , for each X ∈ X . Since no proper subset of X generates V it follows that X = {V } and
b is ⊥-indecomposable.
Next suppose that b is ⊥-indecomposable and that P = Grp(b). Suppose that H is a fully reﬁned
central decomposition of P . Then {HP ′/P ′: H ∈ H} is a ⊥-decomposition of Bi(Grp(b)), Proposi-
tion 3.7. Proposition 3.10(i) states that b is pseudo-isometric to Bi(Grp(b)) and so HP ′/P ′ = P/P ′ , or
rather HP ′ = P , for each H ∈ H. As P ′ Φ(P ), P ′ consists of non-generators so H = P . As no proper
subset of H generates P , H = {P } and so P is centrally indecomposable.
(ii) This follows from Propositions 3.9, 3.7 and (i). Finally, (iii) follows from Proposition 3.8. 
4. Adjoint and self-adjoint operators
In this section we develop a generalization of self-adjoint operators associated to bilinear forms to
the setting of bilinear maps. The result is a special Jordan ring whose idempotents parameterize the
⊥-decompositions of the map. When our bilinear maps are Hermitian we also obtain an associative
ring with involution containing the Jordan ring in the natural way. This leads to a structure theorem
for isometry groups (Theorem 4.39), a criterion for indecomposability (Theorem 4.41), and a part of
Theorem 1.1(i) (Theorem 4.45).
Throughout this section we have a k-bilinear map b : V × V → W without assumptions except that
k is a commutative ring and 2k = k. We also let End V denote the k-linear endomorphisms of V .
4.1. The Jordan rings Sym(b) of self-adjoint operators
Deﬁne
Sym(b) = { f ∈ End V : ∀u, v ∈ V , b(uf , v) = b(u, v f )}. (4.1)
(The notation Sym(b) has no relationship to symmetric groups.)
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So Sym(d) = {F ∈ Mn(k): F = F t}.
The signiﬁcance of Sym(b) to ⊥-decompositions is seen in the following lemma.
Lemma 4.2. If f ∈ Sym(b) then b(im f ,ker f ) = 0. So, if f 2 = f then {im f ,ker f } is a ⊥-decomposition
of b.
Proof. Let u ∈ V and v ∈ ker f . Then b(u f , v) = b(u, v f ) = 0. When f 2 = f it follows that V = ker f ⊕
im f , thus {ker f , im f } is a ⊥-decomposition of b. 
Roughly speaking, the problem of Ψ Isom(b) and Isom(b) orbits of ⊥-decompositions of a bilinear
map b is replaced with conjugacy of idempotents in a set Sym(b). To make further progress we must
recognize the algebraic structured naturally endowed on Sym(b).
Following [13, Deﬁnition I.2], a unital Jordan ring is a non-associative ring J whose biadditive prod-
uct • satisﬁes each of the following for all x, y ∈ J :
(i) x • y = y • x,
(ii) x•2 • (y • x) = (x•2 • y) • x where x•2 = x • x, and
(iii) x • 1= 1 • x= x.
Proposition 4.3. For every bilinear map b : V × V → W , Sym(b) is a Jordan ring with x • y = 12 (xy + yx).
Furthermore, Ψ Isom(b) acts on Sym(b) by f (α,αˆ) = α−1 f α, for all f ∈ Sym(b) and (α, αˆ) ∈ Ψ Isom(b).
Proof. This follows directly from the deﬁnitions. 
Remark 4.4. In any associative ring A the product x• y = 12 (xy+ yx) (or just x◦ y = (xy+ yx) if A has
2-torsion) makes A into a Jordan ring. Since some Jordan rings cannot be described from associative
products in such a fashion, those which can are called special.
Remark 4.5. As we deal only with odd characteristic, the deﬁnitions we provide for ideals, powers,
and related properties are in terms of the classical x • y product rather than the quadratic Jordan
deﬁnitions. That said, we still have many uses for the quadratic Jordan product which for J = Sym(b)
is simply
yUx = xyx ∈ J , x, y ∈ J . (4.2)
4.2. Decompositions, idempotents, and frames: E(X )
We now establish the relationship of ⊥-decompositions of a bilinear map b to the algebraic struc-
ture of the Jordan ring Sym(b).
Evidently the Jordan product • need not be associative. However, we always have xi • x j =
1
2 (x
i+ j + x j+i) = xi+ j , ∀i, j ∈ N (cf. [13, p. 5]). Hence we omit the • notation in the exponents of
our Jordan products.
Deﬁnition 4.6. (See [13, pp. 117–118].) Let J be a Jordan ring.
(i) An idempotent is an element e in J such that e2 = e. It is proper if it is neither 0 nor 1.
(ii) The Peirce-1-space of an idempotent e is the subspace JUe . The Peirce-0-space is JU1−e . These
are Jordan rings with identity e and 1− e, respectively (cf. Proposition 4.7).
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(i) e ∈ Sym(b) if, and only if, b(E, F ) = 0.
(ii) If e ∈ Sym(b) then Sym(b)Ue is isomorphic as a Jordan ring to Sym(bE ) via the restriction of f ∈
Sym(b)Ue to ( f Ue)|E : E → E.
Proof. (i) Lemma 4.2 proves the forward direction. For the converse, since b(E, F ) = 0 it follows that
b(ue, v(1− e)) = 0= b(u(1− e), ve) for all u, v ∈ V . Hence
b(ue, v) = b(ue, ve + v(1− e))= b(ue, ve) = b(ue + u(1− e), ve)= b(u, ve),
for all u, v ∈ V ; thus, e ∈ Sym(b).
For (ii), note that Sym(b)Ue ⊆ e(End V )e and so Sym(b)Ue is faithfully represented in End E by
restriction. Furthermore, b(uexe, v) = b(u, vexe) for all u, v ∈ E and x ∈ Sym(b). Thus the restriction
of Sym(b)Ue is Sym(bE ). 
Deﬁnition 4.8. (See [13, pp. 117–118].) Let J be a Jordan ring.
(i) Two idempotents e, f in J are orthogonal if e • f = f Ue = eU f = 0 [15, 5.1].
(ii) An idempotent is primitive if it is not the sum of two proper orthogonal idempotents.
(iii) A set of idempotents is supplementary if the idempotents are pairwise orthogonal and sum to 1.
(iv) A frame E of J is a set of primitive pairwise orthogonal idempotents which sum to 1.
Idempotents in special Jordan rings are idempotents in the associated associative ring as well. Also,
if e, f ∈ Sym(b) then e and f are orthogonal idempotents in Sym(b) if, and only if, they are orthogonal
in End V . To see this, if 0= e • f = 12 (ef + f e) and ef e = f Ue = 0 then ef = ef + ef e = e(ef + f e) = 0
and also f e = 0. If ef = 0= f e then e• f = 12 (ef + f e) = 0 (cf. [15, p. 5.4]). However, if e is a primitive
idempotent in Sym(b) it need not follow that e is primitive in End V since there may be orthogonal
idempotents in End V which sum to e but do not lie in Sym(b).
Deﬁnition 4.9. Let V be a module over k, Y a ⊕-decomposition, and F ⊂ End V a set of supplemen-
tary idempotents.
(i) The projection idempotent of Y ∈ Y is eY = πyιY where πY :⊕Z∈Y Z → Y and ιY : Y →⊕Y∈Y Y
is the canonical projection and inclusion, respectively.
(ii) Let E(Y) = {eY : Y ∈ Y}.
(iii) Let X (F) = {V f : f ∈ F}.
Theorem 4.10. Let X be a ⊕-decomposition of V and let E = E(X ).
(i) E(X ) ⊆ Sym(b) if, and only if, X is a ⊥-decomposition of b.
(ii) X is a fully reﬁned ⊥-decomposition if, and only if, E is a frame.
(iii) Let X be a ⊥-decomposition. If (α, αˆ) ∈ Ψ Isom(b), then Xα = X (E (α,αˆ)) and E (α,αˆ) = E(Xα). In
particular, Ψ Isom(b) acts on the set of all frames of Sym(b).
Proof. Part (i) follows from Proposition 4.7. Part (ii) follows from observing that an idempotent e ∈
Sym(b) is primitive if, and only if, bV e is ⊥-indecomposable.
For part (iii), if e ∈ E and x ∈ V eα, then x(e(α,αˆ)) = ((xα−1)e)α = xα−1α = x. Therefore V (e(α,αˆ)) =
V eα. 
Remark 4.11. Because we have allowed b to be degenerate it is possible that b has a ⊥-decomposition
which is not a ⊕-decomposition of V ; see Remark 3.5. However, when k is a ﬁeld all fully reﬁned
⊥-decompositions are also ⊕-decompositions.
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In this section we introduce an associative ring Adj(b) which facilitates the study of Sym(b).
Suppose we have a bilinear map b : U × V → W with no assumptions. Deﬁne
Adj(b) = {( f , g) ∈ EndU × (End V )op: ∀u ∈ U , ∀v ∈ V , b(uf , v) = b(u, vg)}. (4.3)
Evidently Adj(b) is a subring of EndU × (End V )op . Furthermore, U is a right Adj(b)-module, V a left
Adj(b)-module, and b factors through U ⊗Adj(b) V . Indeed, Adj(b) can be characterized as the largest
ring R over which b is faithful middle linear (i.e.: the annihilators in R of U and V intersect trivially
and b(ur, v) = b(u, rv) for all r ∈ R , all u ∈ U , and all v ∈ V ).
Proposition 4.12.
(i) If ( f , g), ( f ′, g) ∈ Adj(b) then b(u( f − f ′), v) = 0 for all u ∈ U and all v ∈ V . So if b is non-degenerate,
then ( f , g) → f is a faithful representation of Adj(b). The similar claim holds in the second variable.
(ii) If b is Hermitian and ( f , g) ∈ Adj(b) then (g, f ) ∈ Adj(b). Thus, ∗ : ( f , g) → (g, f ) is an anti-
isomorphism of order at most 2 on Adj(b).
Proof. These are immediate. 
In light of Proposition 4.12, we now insist that whenever b : V × V → W is a non-degenerate Hermitian
bilinear map then redeﬁne Adj(b) as:
Adj(b) = { f ∈ End V : ∃ f ∗ ∈ (End V )op, ∀u, v ∈ V , b(u f , v) = b(u, v f ∗)}. (4.4)
Furthermore, Adj(b) is naturally equipped with the operator f → f ∗ .
Deﬁnition 4.13.
(i) A ∗-ring is an associative ring A with an additive homomorphism ∗ : A → A such that (ab)∗ =
b∗a∗ and (a∗)∗ = a for all a,b ∈ A. We denote this by (A,∗).
(ii) A ∗-homomorphism f : (A,∗) → (B,◦) of ∗-rings is a homomorphism f : A → B where a∗ f =
(af )◦ for all a ∈ A.
(iii) The trace of A is T (x) = x+ x∗ for all x ∈ A.
(iv) The norm of A is N(x) = x∗x for all x ∈ A.
Corollary 4.14. If b : V × V → W is a non-degenerate Hermitian bilinear map then Adj(b) is an associative
unital ∗-ring.
Example 4.15. If d : kn × kn → k where d(u, v) = uvt , for all u, v ∈ kn , then Adj(d) = (Mn(k), F → F t).
Proposition 4.16. Let b : V × V → W and b′ : V ′ × V ′ → W ′ be non-degenerate Hermitian maps.
(i) A pseudo-isometry (α,β) from b to b′ (cf. (3.6)) induces a ∗-isomorphism
f → f (α,β) = α−1 f α
of Adj(b) to Adj(b′). In particular, Ψ Isom(b) acts on Adj(b).
(ii) Let ϕ ∈ GL(V ) and s ∈ k× . Then (ϕ, s1W ) ∈ Ψ Isom(b) if, and only if, ϕ ∈ Adj(b) and ϕϕ∗ = s1V . Hence,
Isom(b) = {ϕ ∈ Adj(b): ϕϕ∗ = 1V }.
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Deﬁnition 4.17. Given a ∗-ring (A,∗), the special Hermitian Jordan ring of A is the set
H(A,∗) = {a ∈ A: a = a∗}
equipped with the special Jordan product x • y = 12 (xy + yx) [13, pp. 12–13].
Proposition 4.18. If b : V × V → W is a non-degenerate Hermitian bilinear map then Sym(b) =H(Adj(b)).
Proof. Compare (4.1) with (4.4). 
4.4. Radical-by-semi-simple structure of Sym(b) and Adj(b)
Though the theory of Jordan rings has a robust radical and semi-simple structure theory, we elect
to use the easier to describe properties of the associative ring Adj(b) to arrive at the properties we
need for Sym(b). In particular this constrains us to bilinear maps b : V × V → W which are non-
degenerate and Hermitian. For other bilinear maps the usual Jordan ring theory can be used instead.
Deﬁnition 4.19. Fix a ∗-ring (A,∗).
(i) A ∗-ideal of (A,∗) is an ideal I of A such that I∗ = I .
(ii) A ∗-ideal is nilpotent if In = 0 for some n ∈ Z.
(iii) spec0(A,∗) is the set of all maximal ∗-ideals of A.
(iv) (A,∗) is ∗-simple if its only ∗-ideals are 0 and A.
(v) (A,∗) is ∗-semi-simple if it is a direct product of ∗-simple rings.
Theorem 4.20 (Albert). Let (A,∗) be a ﬁnite ∗-ring with Jacobson radical rad A. Then
(i) rad A is a nilpotent ∗-ideal,
(ii) A/ rad A is ∗-semi-simple, and
(iii) every ∗-simple ring is either simple as a ring or a direct sum of two isomorphic simple rings.
Proof. (i) Since ∗ is an anti-automorphism of A, every maximal left ideal is mapped to a maximal
right ideal. Thus (rad A)∗ ⊆ rad A. Since A is ﬁnite, the Jacobson radical is nilpotent.
(ii) We induce ∗ on A/ rad A, so that A/ rad A is a ∗-ring which is product of uniquely determined
minimal ideals. If I is a minimal ideal of A/ rad A then either I∗ = I or I∩ I∗ = 0 so that 〈I, I∗〉 = I⊕ I∗
is a minimal ∗-closed ideal. Thus A/ rad A is a product of simple ∗-rings. This also proves (iii). 
Deﬁnition 4.21. (See [15, 4.1–4.2].) Let J be a Jordan ring.
(i) A subspace I of J is an ideal if I • J ⊆ I . Then, in the usual way, J/I becomes a Jordan ring.
(ii) A nilpotent ideal is an ideal such that In = 0 for some n ∈ Z.
(iii) A subspace I is an inner ideal if JU I = {aUb: a ∈ J , b ∈ I} ⊆ I .
(iv) The radical, denoted rad J , is the intersection of all maximal inner ideals [15, 4.4.10].
(v) J is simple if it has exactly two ideals, and semi-simple if it is a direct product of simple Jordan
rings.
In Jordan rings, the inner ideals often play the role that left/right ideals play for associative rings.
Every ideal of a Jordan ring is also an inner ideal. When J =H(A,∗) (cf. Deﬁnition 4.17) each ideal I
of A determines an ideal I ∩ J of J . Likewise, if I is a left or right ideal of A then I ∩ J is an inner
ideal. For further details see [15, 4.1–4.2].
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rad A, and let J =H(A,∗).
(i) rad J = J ∩ rad A and it is a nilpotent ideal of J ,
(ii) J/ rad J is a semi-simple Jordan algebra,
(iii) every special simple Hermitian Jordan ring is isomorphic to H(B,∗) for ∗-simple ring (B,∗).
(iv) for every I ∈ spec0(A,∗), J ∩ I is a maximal ideal of J .
Proof. (iii) This follows from [13, Second Structure Theorem, pp. 178–179].
(ii) This follows from (iii) and Theorem 4.20(ii), J/( J ∩ rad A) =H(A/ rad A,∗) is semi-simple.
(i) By [13, First Structure Theorem, p. 161] (interpreted in radical vocabulary in [15, 4.2.7, 4.2.15]),
rad( J/ rad J ) = 0 and also rad J = 0 if, and only if, J is semi-simple. Thus, by (iii), it follows that
J ∩ rad A = rad J . By Theorem 4.20(i), rad A is a nilpotent ideal, and so rad J = J ∩ rad A is also a
nilpotent ideal.
(iv) This is immediate from (iii) and Theorem 4.20(ii). 
4.5. Indecomposability, Osborn’s theorem, and O
By Theorem 4.10, a bilinear map b has no proper ⊥-decompositions if, and only if, 0 and 1 are the
only idempotents of Sym(b). More can be said if Adj(b) is considered as well.
Lemma 4.23 (Fitting’s lemma for bilinear maps). If b is ⊥-indecomposable then every x ∈ Sym(b) is either
invertible or nilpotent. In particular, for all x ∈ Adj(b), T (x) = x+ x∗ and N(x) = x∗x are each either invertible
or nilpotent.
Proof. Let y ∈ Sym(b); thus, yr ∈ Sym(b) for all r ∈ N. By Fitting’s lemma there is some r > 0 such
that V = im yr ⊕ ker yr . By Lemma 4.2, b(im yr,ker yr) = 0. So we have a ⊥-decomposition of b.
Since b is ⊥-indecomposable, yr = 0 so that y is nilpotent, or ker yr = 0 and im yr = V so that y is
invertible. As T (x),N(x) ∈ Sym(b) the argument applies to T (x) and N(x) as well. 
Deﬁnition 4.24. A ∗-ring O = (O, x → x¯) is an Osborn-local ring if, for all x ∈ O, T (x) = x+ x¯ is either
invertible or nilpotent. By an Osborn-division ring O we mean that all T (x) is invertible for all non-
zero x ∈ O.
Remark 4.25. We let Osborn-local and Osborn-division rings be denoted by O with the implied invo-
lution denoted by x → x¯.
Theorem 4.26 (Osborn). If O is a ﬁnite Osborn-local ring and O′ = O/ radO, then H(O′) = K is a ﬁeld and
O′ is ∗-isomorphic to one of the following:
Orthogonal type: K with trivial involution,
Unitary type: a quadratic ﬁeld extension F/K with the ﬁeld automorphism of order 2,
Exchange type: K ⊕ K with the exchange involution (x, y) = (y, x) for (x, y) ∈ K ⊕ K , or
Symplectic type: M2(K ) with adjugate involution
[
a b
c d
]
=
[
d −b
−c a
]
=
[
0 1
−1 0
][
a b
c d
]t[
0 1
−1 0
]−1
. (4.5)
In particular these ∗-rings are ∗-simple, and as rings they are simple with exception of (iii). Norms N(x) = x¯x
behave as follows: N(O′) = K except in case (i) where then N(O′) = K 2 .
Proof. Apply [20, Theorem 2] in the context of ﬁnite rings. For the orthogonal type note that
N(x) = x2. For the unitary type, let ω be a non-square of K . Then F ∼= K [x]/(x2 − ω) and so √ω ∈ F
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√
ω) = ω. Thus, N(F ) = K . For the exchange type, if s ∈ K then N((s,0)) = (s, s) so that
N(K ⊕ K ) =H(K ⊕ K ) ∼= K . Likewise for the symplectic type, N([ 0 1
s 0
])= sI2, for all s ∈ K . 
Corollary 4.27. For a k-bilinear map b the following are equivalent:
(i) b is ⊥-indecomposable,
(ii) J = Sym(b) has only 0 and 1 as idempotents,
(iii) J/ rad J is isomorphic to a ﬁeld extension of k (so J is a local Jordan ring), and
(iv) A = Adj(b) is an Osborn-local ring.
Proof. This follows from Theorem 4.10 and Theorem 4.26. 
4.6. Simple Jordan rings and Hermitian O-forms
In this section we give the classiﬁcation of ﬁnite simple Hermitian Jordan rings by using the better-
known classiﬁcation of ﬁnite dimensional ∗-simple rings carried out by Albert. We also make an effort
to provide a construction which is uniform and follows our bilinear perspective.
Deﬁnition 4.28. Let O be an Osborn-division ring and V be a free left O-module. We call a bilinear
map d : V × V → O a Hermitian O-form if, for all u, v ∈ V and all s ∈ O, it follows that:
(i) d(u, v) = d(v,u), and
(ii) d(su, v) = sd(u, v) and d(u, sv) = d(u, v)s¯.
The rank of d is the rank of V as a free left O-module.
Note that a Hermitian O-form is also a Hermitian K -bilinear map where K =H(O), and the usual
deﬁnitions of isometries and pseudo-isometries apply. It is most important to note that d(x, x) = d(x, x);
hence, d(x, x) ∈ K , for all x ∈ V .
Let O be an Osborn-division ring over K and D ∈ Mn(O) where D = D¯t and D is invertible. Then
dD(u, v) = uDv¯t , for u, v ∈ On , determines a Hermitian O-form dD : On × On → O. Here adjoints
f , f ∗ ∈ Adj(dD) can be represented as matrices F , F ∗ ∈ Mn(O) such that:
uF Dv¯t = dD(u f , v) = dD
(
u, v f ∗
)= uD( F¯ ∗)t v¯t, ∀u, v ∈ On.
Hence, F D = D( F¯ ∗)t . As D is invertible, Adj(dD) ∗-isomorphic to Mn(O) with involution deﬁned by
F ∗ = D F¯ t D−1, ∀F ∈ Mn(O). (4.6)
Likewise, if d : V × V → O is a Hermitian O-form and X is an ordered basis of V as a free left
O-module, then setting Dxy = d(x, y), for all x, y ∈ X , determines a matrix D in Mn(O), n = |X |, such
that D = D¯t and the Hermitian O-form given by D is isometric to d. Furthermore, d is non-degenerate
if, and only if, D is invertible.
Remark 4.29. In the cases where O has orthogonal or unitary type we have the usual symmetric and
Hermitian forms, respectively. Suppose instead the O = M2(K ) and that d : V × V → O is the non-
degenerate Hermitian O-from d(u, v) = uv¯t , where V = On . There is a natural submodule U of V
deﬁned by:
U =
n︷ ︸︸ ︷{[∗ ∗
0 0
]}
⊕ · · · ⊕
{[∗ ∗
0 0
]}
 V .
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checked that dU is alternating and non-degenerate. The case when O has exchange type is not usually
handled as a form but for a uniform treatment we ﬁnd it convenient.
Corollary 4.30.
(i) Every ﬁnite ∗-simple ring is ∗-isomorphic to Adj(d) for a non-degenerate Hermitian O-form d : V ×
V → O.
(ii) Every ﬁnite simple special Hermitian Jordan ring is isomorphic to Sym(d) for a non-degenerate Hermitian
O-form.
Indeed, if e is a primitive idempotent of H(A,∗) then d is pseudo-isometric to d′ : eA × eA → eAe where
d′(ex, ey) = (ex)(ey)∗ , for all x, y ∈ A.
Proof. The classiﬁcation of ∗-simple rings which are simple follows from [3, X.6] and the non-simple
case follows from Theorem 4.20(iii); compare [13, p. 178] and [14, IX.10–IX.11].
That d′ suﬃces is directly veriﬁed: to show eA is a free eAe-module and that d′ is non-degenerate,
identify an element of eA f ⊕ f Ae, f ∈ H(A,∗) an idempotent orthogonal to e, which is invertible in
(e + f )A(e + f ).2 
Deﬁnition 4.31. Given a non-degenerate Hermitian O-form d : V × V → O, an element x ∈ V is non-
singular if d(v, v) = 0 and the annihilator in O of v is 0.
Proposition 4.32. Every non-degenerate Hermitian O-form d : V × V → O has an orthogonal O-basis X
(i.e.: X is an O-basis for V and d(x, y) = 0 if x = y, x, y ∈ X ). Furthermore, every fully reﬁned ⊥-
decomposition of d determines an orthogonal basis and so every ⊥-indecomposable has rank 1.
Proof. First we show that there is always a non-singular vector x ∈ V .
Suppose otherwise: d(x, x) = 0 for any x ∈ V such that the annihilator in O of x is trivial. Imme-
diately, d(v, v) = 0 for all v ∈ V and thus −d(v,u) = d(u, v) = d(v,u) for u, v ∈ V .
For each u ∈ V , Od(u, V ) + d(V ,u)O is a ∗-ideal of O. As O is a ∗-simple ring (Theorem 4.26),
Od(u, V ) + d(V ,u)O = 0 or O. If Od(u, V ) + d(V ,u)O = 0 then Od(u, V ) = 0 and d(V ,u)O = 0;
hence, u ∈ radd = 0. Thus, O = Od(u, V ) + d(V ,u)O for all u ∈ V − {0}. We divide into two cases.
If O = Od(u, V ) then 1 = sd(u, v) for some s ∈ O and v ∈ V . Then 1 = 1¯ = d(su, v) =
−d(su, v) = −1, so charO = 2, which we exclude. Similarly, d(V ,u)O = O.
Now suppose O = Od(u, V ),d(V ,u)O. Then Od(u, V ) is a proper ideal of O. By Theorem 4.26 we
see that O = K ⊕ K with the exchange involution. Without loss of generality, take Od(u, V ) = K ⊕ 0.
Hence, (1,0) = sd(u, v) for some s ∈ O and some v ∈ V . Thus, (1,1) = d(su, v)+d(su, v) = d(su, v)−
d(su, v) = 0, which is false. Therefore, there exists a non-singular vector x ∈ V .
As 0 = d(x, x) = d(x, x) it follows that d(x, x) ∈ K× . Thus every v ∈ V can be written as v =
d(v, x)d(x, x)−1x + (v − d(v, x)d(x, x)−1x) where v − d(v, x)d(x, x)−1x ∈ x⊥ . Hence, V = Ox + x⊥ =
Ox⊕ x⊥ . Restrict d to x⊥ and induct to exhibit an orthogonal basis X for d on x⊥ . Thus X ∪ {x} is an
orthogonal basis of d on V . 
Remark 4.33. Notice in the case where O is of symplectic type, if {x1, . . . , xn} is an orthogonal O-
basis for d : V × V → O, then V = Ox1 ⊥ · · · ⊥ Oxn . Translating to the associated alternating bilinear
form d′ (cf. Remark 4.29), the orthogonal basis becomes a hyperbolic basis: U = H1 ⊥ · · · ⊥ Hn where
each Hi is a hyperbolic line (cf. [4, Deﬁnition 3.5]). In the case of exchange type, a natural orthogonal
basis is given by {(x, x): x ∈ X } where X is a K -basis of U and V = U ⊕ U , U = Kn .
2 In Jacobson’s terminology the idempotents e and f are connected [13, pp. 122, 132].
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(i.e.: a basisX where d(x, y) = δxy , for all x, y ∈ X ). In particular, d is pseudo-isometric to theO-dot product
d : On ×On → O where d(u, v) = uv¯t , for all u, v ∈ V .
Proof. Let N(O) = K =H(O). If v ∈ V such that d(v, v) = 0 then d(v, v) = N(s) = s¯s for some s ∈ O× .
Let u = s¯−1v so that d(u,u) = 1. By Proposition 4.32, we have an orthogonal basis X for d. Repeat
this for each member of X . 
Corollary 4.35. Up to isomorphism in the respective categories, the ﬁnite ∗-simple rings (A,∗) (ﬁnite simple
special Hermitian Jordan ring J =H(A,∗)) of odd characteristic are (A,∗) = (Mn(O), X → D−1 X¯t D) where
O is an Osborn-division ring and D = In ifO is not of orthogonal type; otherwise, D is either In or In−1 ⊕[ω]
and ω ∈ K is a non-square (compare (5.1)).
Proof. This follows from Corollaries 4.30, 4.34, and the usual classiﬁcation of non-degenerate sym-
metric bilinear forms over ﬁnite ﬁelds [4, p. 144]. 
Remark 4.36. The exchange type ∗-rings can also be described as Mn(K ) ⊕ Mn(K ) with (X, Y )∗ =
(Y t , Xt) for (X, Y ) ∈ Mn(K ) ⊕ Mn(K ).
The symplectic type ∗-rings are ∗-isomorphic to M2n(K ) with involution X∗ = J Xt J−1, for each
X ∈ M2n(K ), where J = In ⊗
[ 0 1
−1 0
]
[13, p. 178].
Proposition 4.37. Let d : V × V → O be a non-degenerate HermitianO-form. Then Isom(d) is isomorphic to
one of the following according to the type of O:
Orthogonal type: GO(d),
Unitary type: GU(d),
Exchange type: GL(U ) where U = V e and e = (1,0) ∈ O, and
Symplectic type: Sp(U ) where U = V e and e = [ 1 0
0 0
] ∈ O.
Proof. The ﬁrst two cases are by deﬁnition alone. If O = K ⊕ K then Adj(d) ∼= EndU ⊕ EndU with
( f ⊕ g)∗ = g ⊕ f . Hence, the isometry group is
Isom(d) = { f ⊕ g ∈ GL(U ) ⊕ GL(U ): ( f ⊕ g)( f ⊕ g)∗ = 1⊕ 1}
= { f ⊕ f −1: f ∈ GL(U )}∼= GL(U ).
Finally, if O = M2(K ) then Adj(d) ∼= Adj(d′) where d′ is the non-degenerate alternating K -bilinear
form on U , Remark 4.36. Therefore Isom(d) ∼= Isom(d′) as both are the set of elements deﬁned by
ϕϕ∗ = 1 (Proposition 4.16(ii)). The latter group is by deﬁnition Sp(U ). 
4.7. Isometry groups are unipotent-by-classical
We describe the structure of the isometry group of a Hermitian bilinear map over a ﬁeld. A re-
cently rediscovered version of this result is [26, Theorem 1]. Here we further describing the extension
as a split extension.
We invoke the following generalization of the Wedderburn principal theorem for ﬁnite dimensional
∗-rings (cf. [18]).
Theorem 4.38 (Taft). (See [23, Theorem 1].) Given a ﬁnite dimensional ∗-algebra A over a separable ﬁeld k,
there is a subalgebra B of A such that B∗ = B, A = B ⊕ rad A as a k-vector space, and B ∼= A/ rad A.
Recall that the p-core of a ﬁnite group G , denoted O p(G), is the largest normal p-subgroup of G .
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with di is a non-degenerate Hermitian Oi -form, for some Osborn-division ring Oi , for each 1 i  s, then
Isom(b) ∼= (Isom(d1) × · · · × Isom(ds)) O p(Isom(b)).
Proof. Let A = Adj(b). By Theorem 4.38 we have A = B ⊕ rad A where the projection map π : A → B
is a surjective ∗-homomorphism with kernel rad A. Now set G = {ϕ ∈ B: ϕϕ∗ = 1} and N = {ϕ ∈ A:
ϕϕ∗ = 1, ϕ −1 ∈ rad A}. If ϕ = 1+ z, τ = 1+ z′ ∈ N , z, z′ ∈ rad A, then ϕτ −1= z+ z′ + zz′ ∈ rad A so
that ϕτ ∈ N . Hence, G and N are subgroups of Isom(b) and G ∩ N = 1. As π is a ∗-homomorphism,
(ϕπ)(ϕπ)∗ = (ϕϕ∗)π = 1 for all ϕ ∈ Isom(b) ⊂ A (Proposition 4.16(ii)). Hence, Isom(b)π = G . Finally,
the kernel of π restricted to Isom(b) is N . Thus Isom(b) = G  N . Since B ∼= A/ rad A ∼= Adj(d1) ⊕
· · · ⊕ Adj(ds) it follows that G ∼= Isom(d1) × · · · × Isom(ds) (Proposition 4.16(ii)). By Proposition 4.37,
O p(G) = 1. Thus, O p(Isom(b)) = N . 
Remark 4.40. In [30, Section 4] a complete description of O p(Isom(b)) is given by analyzing the Lie
algebra of skew-symmetric elements of Adj(b).
Theorem 4.41. A p-group P of class 2 and exponent p is centrally indecomposable if, and only if, one of the
following holds with G = CAut P (Z(P ))/O p(CAut P (Z(P ))):
Abelian: |P | = p,
Orthogonal: G ∼= O (1, pe) ∼= Z2 with p = 3, or p = 3 and CAut P◦P (P ′)/O p(CAut P◦P (P ′)) ∼= GO±(2,3e),
Unitary: G ∼= U (1, pe) ∼= Zpe+1 ,
Exchange: |P | = p and G ∼= GL(1, pe) ∼= Zpe−1 , or
Symplectic: G ∼= Sp(2, pe) ∼= SL(2, pe),
for some e > 0.
Proof. This follows from Corollary 4.27 and Theorems 4.39 and 3.11. 
Remark 4.42. In Section 7 we demonstrate that each of these types occur.
4.8. Linking central decompositions, ⊥-decompositions, frames, and orthogonal bases: HI , XI , EI , and Xd(I)
We use the following notation repeatedly as a means to track the changes from p-groups, to
bilinear maps, to ∗-rings, to Hermitian O-forms, and then back. As usual, we assume that P has
class 2, exponent p, and P ′ = Z(P ).
Fix a maximal ∗-ideal I of Adj(Bi(P )). Then deﬁne the following sets. If H is a fully reﬁned central
decomposition of P , then deﬁne
HI = Grp(XI ) =
{
H ∈ H: HP ′/P ′ ∈ Bi(H)I
}
. (4.7)
If X is a fully reﬁned ⊥-decomposition of b = Bi(P ) which is parameterized by idempotents E(X ),
then deﬁne
XI =
{
X ∈ X : X = V e, for some e ∈ (E(X ) − I)}. (4.8)
If E is a frame of J = Sym(b), then deﬁne
EI = E − I = {e ∈ E: e /∈ I}. (4.9)
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non-degenerate Hermitian O-form for some Osborn-division ring O dependent on I . It follows that
J/(I ∩ J ) ∼= Sym(d). Hence, I ∩ J is a maximal ideal of J (Theorem 4.22(iii)). Therefore, EI parameter-
izes a frame
E J/(I∩ J ) =
{
(I ∩ J ) + e: e ∈ EI
}
(4.10)
of J/(I ∩ J ). Furthermore, this gives rise to a fully reﬁned ⊥-decomposition
Xd = {Ueτ : e ∈ EI } (4.11)
of d. Certainly, Xd depends on the choice of τ but we consider τ ﬁxed. This inﬂuences the deﬁnition
of address in Section 5.2.
Proposition 4.43. Let H be a fully reﬁned central decomposition of P , X = Bi(H), and E = E(X ). The sets
HI , XI , EI , E J/(I∩ J ) , and Xd(I) are in bijection. In particular, they have size m where d(I) : Om ×Om → O.
Proof. This follows from Theorems 3.11(ii), 4.10(ii), Corollary 4.30(ii), and Proposition 4.32. 
Proposition 4.44. For every fully reﬁned central decomposition H of P with P ′ = Z(P ), the set {HI : I ∈
spec0 Adj(Bi(P ))} partitions H. Furthermore, |HI | depends only on P and I ∈ spec0 Adj(Bi(P )).
Proof. By Proposition 4.43 we know HI is in bijection with EI for each maximal ∗-ideal of Adj(Bi(P )).
As E is partitioned by EI , as I ranges over the maximal ∗-ideals of Adj(Bi(P )), it follows that {HI : I ∈
spec0 Adj(Bi(P ))} partitions H. 
4.9. All fully reﬁned central decompositions have the same size
Theorem4.45. Let P be a ﬁnite p-group of class 2 and exponent p andH a fully reﬁned central decomposition.
Let Q = 〈K〉, K = H− Z(H). Then H is partitioned into
Z(H) unionsq {KI : I ∈ spec0 Adj(Bi(Q ))}. (4.12)
Furthermore, |Z(H)| and |K| are uniquely determined by P , and |H| is uniquely determined by P .
Proof. By Lemma 2.3 we know P = Q ⊕ A with A  Z(P ) and Q ′ = P ′ = Z(Q ). Furthermore,
|Z(H)| = |A| = [Z(P ) : P ′]. Therefore, Lemma 2.5 and Proposition 4.44 complete the proof. 
5. Isometry orbits of ⊥-decompositions
In this section we describe the orbits of CAut P (P ′) in its action on the set of fully reﬁned central
decompositions. To do this, we deﬁne a computable CAut P (P ′)-invariant for each fully reﬁned central
decomposition called its address. Then we prove that any two fully reﬁned central decompositions
with the same address lie in the same orbit.
5.1. Symmetric bilinear forms
Various parts of our proofs and examples require some classical facts about symmetric bilinear
forms over ﬁnite ﬁelds.
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symmetric bilinear K -form is isometric to d : Kn × Kn → K deﬁned by
d(u, v) = uDvt, ∀u, v ∈ Kn; (5.1)
where D is In or In−1 ⊕ [ω]. These two forms are not isometric but if n is odd they are pseudo-
isometric. If A ∈ GL(n, K ) then d(uA, v A) = u(ADAt)vt . The discriminant of d is
discd ≡ det D ≡ det ADAt (mod (K×)2), (5.2)
for any A ∈ GL(n, K ) [4, (3.7)]. The discriminant distinguishes the two isometry classes of non-
degenerate symmetric bilinear K -forms of a ﬁxed dimension.
Lemma 5.1. Let d : K 2 × K 2 → K be deﬁned as in (5.1).
(i) If discd ≡ 1 then ([ α β
β −α
]
,ω
) ∈ Ψ Isom(d), where α,β ∈ K such that ω = α2 + β2 ( for ﬁnite ﬁelds such
elements exists).
(ii) If discd ≡ ω then ([ 0 1
ω 0
]
,ω
) ∈ Ψ Isom(d).
Proof. In both cases ADAt = ωD for the described pair (A,ω). 
Proposition 5.2. Let d be as in (5.1). Then (by deﬁnition) Isom(d) is the general orthogonal group GO(d). Also,
(i) if n is odd then Ψ Isom(d) = 〈(α,1), (sIn, s2) | α ∈ GO(d), s ∈ K×〉; hence, Ψ Isom(d)/ Isom(d) ∼=
(K×)2;
(ii) if n is even then Ψ Isom(d) = 〈(α,1), (sIn, s2), (ϕ,ω) | α ∈ GO(d), s ∈ K×〉 where ϕ = φ ⊕· · ·⊕φ ⊕μ,
(φ,ω) is as in Lemma 5.1(i) and
(a) if discd = [1] then (μ,ω) is as in Lemma 5.1(i); and
(b) if discd = [ω] then (μ,ω) is as in Lemma 5.1(ii).
In particular, Ψ Isom(d)/ Isom(d) ∼= K× .
Therefore, |Ψ Isom(d)| = ε(q − 1)|GO(d)| where q = |K |, ε = 1/2 if n is odd, and ε = 1 if n is even.
Proof. By Proposition 3.2(ii) we start knowing Ψ Isom(d)/ Isom(d) ↪→ K× . Furthermore, Ψ Isom(d) =
{(A, s) ∈ GL(V ) × K×: ADAt = sD}. Hence, for each (A, s) ∈ Ψ Isom(d) we must have sn = (det A)2.
(i) If n is odd then s must be a square. Hence, Ψ Isom(d)/ Isom(d) ∼= (K×)2. As (sIn, s2) ∈ Ψ Isom(d)
it follows that Ψ Isom(d) = 〈(α,1), (sIn, s2) | α ∈ GO(d), s ∈ K×〉. (ii) If n is even, then (ϕ,ω) ∈
Ψ Isom(d). Thus Ψ Isom(d)/ Isom(d) = 〈s2,ω: s ∈ K×〉 = K× and Ψ Isom(d) = 〈(α,1), (sIn, s2), (ϕ,ω) |
α ∈ GO(d), s ∈ K×〉. 
5.2. Addresses and X@
Deﬁnition 5.3. Let d : V × V → O be a non-degenerate Hermitian O-form.
(i) Given a non-singular x ∈ V (cf. Deﬁnition 4.31), the address of X = Ox is
X@= d(x, x)N(O×),
as an element of K×/N(O×).
(ii) X@= {X@: X ∈ X } (as a multiset indexed by X ) for every fully reﬁned ⊥-decomposition X of d.
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points of a non-symmetric non-degenerate Hermitian O-form are all equal to K× . Therefore we ignore
this case. However, for non-degenerate symmetric bilinear forms, the address is a coset of (K×)2.
Let d : V × V → K be a non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form.
Fix ω ∈ K× − (K×)2. Every address of a non-singular point of V is either [1] = (K×)2 or [ω] =
ω(K×)2. If X is an orthogonal basis of d, then for some 0 s n,
X@= {
n−s︷ ︸︸ ︷
[1], . . . , [1],
s︷ ︸︸ ︷
[ω], . . . , [ω]}, n = dim V .
We write (n− s : s) for the address X@.
The discriminant of a non-degenerate Hermitian O-form d is
discd =
∏
X∈X
X@ (5.3)
as an element of K×/N(O×) (cf. (5.2)). In particular, if d is symmetric then discd = [ωs]. Otherwise
we can regard the discriminant as trivial.
Let P be a p-group P of class 2, exponent p, and P ′ = Z(P ). Let H be a fully reﬁned central
decomposition of P , X = Bi(H), and E = E(X ). Using the notation of Section 4.8 and Proposition 4.43,
for each maximal ∗-ideal I of Adj(Bi(P )), assign the address of HI , XI , EI , and E J/(I∩ J ) as the address
of Xd(I) . Finally,
E@= {(I,EI@): I ∈ spec0 Adj(Bi(P ))}, (5.4)
X@= {(I,XI@): I ∈ spec0 Adj(Bi(P ))}, (5.5)
H@= {(I,HI@): I ∈ spec0 Adj(Bi(P ))}. (5.6)
Remark 5.4. Recall that Xd(I) depends on the choice of non-degenerate Hermitian O-form d =
d(I) :U ×U → O. Any other choice is pseudo-isometric to d. Suppose that d′ : U ′ ×U ′ → O is pseudo-
isometric to d via (α,β). Let u ∈ U such that d(u,u) ∈ K× (cf. Proposition 4.32). Then
d(u,u)β = d(uα,uα) = d(uα,uα) = β¯d(u,u). (5.7)
Hence, β = β¯; thus, β ∈ K× .
The affect is that Xd′@β = Xd@. Therefore the speciﬁc cosets in K×/N(O×) are not signiﬁcant. The
pseudo-isometry invariant of Xd(I)@ is the partition into equal cosets. For ﬁnite ﬁelds, the notation
(n− s : s) records this partition.
Proposition 5.5.
(i) If X is a fully reﬁned ⊥-decomposition of b and ϕ ∈ Isom(b) then X@= Xϕ@ for all X ∈ X .
(ii) If H is a fully reﬁned central decomposition of P and ϕ ∈ CAut P (P ′) then H@= Hϕ@ for all H ∈ H.
Proof. (i) Let I ∈ spec0 Adj(b) and Adj(b)/I ∼= Adj(d), d = d(I) : U × U → O. By Proposition 4.16(ii),
Isom(b) maps into Isom(d). Let X ∈ XI and Ox, x ∈ U , the corresponding member of Xd(I) . The ad-
dress of X is by deﬁnition the address of Ox. As d(x, x) = d(xϕ, xϕ) it follows that Oxϕ@= Ox@ and
Xϕ@= X@. (ii) This follows from (i) and Theorem 3.11. 
We now work towards the converse of Proposition 5.5.
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The theorems of this section are undoubtedly known, though with different terminology.
Lemma 5.6. Let d : V × V → O be a non-degenerate Hermitian O-form and X a fully reﬁned ⊥-
decompositions of d. Then, for each ϕ ∈ Isom(d) there is a τ ∈ Isom(d) which is a product of involutions
and such that Xϕ = Xτ , for X ∈ X .
Proof. If the rank of V is 1 then let τ = 1. So assume the rank is greater than 1. By Proposition 4.37,
we have the four classical groups to consider. The orthogonal groups are generated by reﬂections so
take τ = ϕ . In the exchange, unitary, and symplectic cases, the rank of V excludes the case GF(q)× ,
GU(1,q) and Sp(2,q). Therefore the relevant symplectic groups are generated by their involutions
and again τ = ϕ . In the exchange and unitary cases the involutions generate a normal subgroup
N  Isom(d)∩ SL(V ). Therefore ϕ ≡ μ (mod N) where μ is diagonalizable. Without loss of generality,
Xμ = X , so take τ = μ−1ϕ ∈ N . 
Theorem 5.7. Let d : V × V → O be a non-degenerate Hermitian O-form and X and Y fully reﬁned ⊥-
decompositions of d. Then there is an isometry ϕ of d such that Xϕ = Y if, and only if, X@ = Y@. Indeed, if
φ : X → Y is a bijection where Xφ@ = X@ for each X ∈ X , then ϕ can be taken as a product of involutions
where Xϕ = Xφ , for each X ∈ X .
Proof. Suppose Xϕ = Y for some ϕ ∈ Isom(d). By Proposition 5.5(i), the addresses of X and Y agree.
For the converse, suppose we have a bijection φ as described above. Fix generators x and yx for
X = Ox ∈ X and Xφ = Oyx ∈ Y , respectively. By assumption, there is an sx ∈ O× such that d(x, x) =
N(sx)d(yx, yx).
Deﬁne ϕ : V → V by xϕ = sx yx for each X = Ox ∈ X . It follows that d(xϕ, xϕ) = N(sx)d(yx, yx) =
d(x, x) for all X = Ox ∈ X ; thus, ϕ ∈ Isom(d). Furthermore, Xϕ = Y and Xϕ = Xφ. To convert ϕ into
a product of involutions, invoke Lemma 5.6. 
We also require the following version of transitivity as well.
Theorem 5.8. Let d : V × V → O be a non-degenerate HermitianO-form. If X, Y ∈ V are non-singular points
(Deﬁnition 4.31), then Xϕ = Y for some ϕ ∈ Isom(d) if, and only if, X@= Y@.
Proof. If Xϕ = Y then X@= Y@.
For the reverse direction suppose that X@ = Y@. Since X@discdX⊥ = discd = Y@discdY⊥ , it fol-
lows that discdX⊥ = discdY⊥ . By (5.1) for the symmetric case and Proposition 4.32 for all other cases,
there are orthogonal bases X ′ of dX⊥ and Y ′ of dY⊥ such that X ′@ = {[1], . . . , [1], [discdX⊥]} and
Y ′@ = {[1], . . . , [1], [discdY⊥]}. Set X = {X} unionsq X ′ and Y = {Y } unionsq Y ′ . Then X and Y are fully reﬁned⊥-decompositions of d. Furthermore,
X@= {X@, [1], . . . , [1], [discdX⊥]}= {Y@, [1], . . . , [1], [discdY⊥]}= Y@.
By Theorem 5.7, there is a ϕ ∈ Isom(d) such that Xϕ = Y and Xϕ = Y . 
5.4. Orbits of frames in Jordan rings
In this section we determine the orbits of Isom(b) acting on fully reﬁned ⊥-decompositions of b,
for an arbitrary Hermitian bilinear map b : V × V → W . To do this we use frames, radicals, and the
semi-simple structure of the Jordan ring Sym(b). We caution that we make frequent use of results
from Sections 4.1 and 4.2, at times without speciﬁc reference.
Suppose X is a fully reﬁned ⊥-decomposition of b. By Theorem 4.10, E = E(X ) is a frame
of Sym(b). We also know that Isom(b) acts on Sym(b) by conjugation (Proposition 4.3) and that
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frames of Sym(b) under the action of Isom(b). To make use of the Jordan ring we also translate the
action of Isom(b) into Jordan automorphisms of Sym(b) in the following way.
By Proposition 4.16(ii), every isometry ϕ has the deﬁning property ϕϕ∗ = 1. Hence, ϕ ∈ Sym(b) ∩
Isom(b) if, and only if, ϕ2 = 1.
Deﬁnition 5.9. Deﬁne Inv( J ) = 〈Ux: x ∈ J , x2 = 1〉  GL( J ) for a special Jordan ring J . (Recall here
that yUx = yxy for all x, y ∈ J .)
We consider only those Jordan rings J which are subrings or quotient rings of a special Hermitian
Jordan ring such as Sym(b). Note that if x ∈ J with x2 = 1 then yUx = x−1 yx = yx for all y ∈ J .
Therefore each element of Inv( J ) acts both as a product of U -operators and as conjugation. So Inv( J )
is a group of automorphisms of J built from elements of J .
Remark 5.10. The group Inv(Sym(b)) is not contained in Isom(b) and we are careful to distinguish
the action on J = Sym(b) by the two groups as follows: if ϕ ∈ Isom(b) then write yϕ (cf. Propo-
sition 4.16(i)), and if ϕ ∈ Inv( J ) then use the usual function notation yϕ , for y ∈ J . Note that
Inv(Sym(b)) embeds in Isom(b) by extending Ux → x, x ∈ Sym(b), x2 = 1.
Proposition 5.11. Let e be an idempotent in J . Then Inv( JUe) embeds in Inv( J ) acting as the identity
on JU1−e .
Proof. It suﬃces to extend the generators of Inv( JUe) to J . Let v ∈ JUe with v2 = e. Set u = (1−e)+
v ∈ J . As v = vUe = eve it follows that u2 = (1−e)2+(1−e)eve+eve(1−e)+ v2 = 1, so Uu ∈ Inv( J ).
Furthermore, if x ∈ JUe , then xUu = xUeUu = ((1− e)+ v)exe((1− e)+ v) = xUv . Finally, if x ∈ JU1−e ,
then xUu = xU1−eUu = ((1− e) + v)(1− e)x(1− e)((1− e) + v) = x. 
Lemma 5.12. (See [13, III.7, Lemma 4].) Let N be a nilpotent in J . If N + u ∈ J/N with u2 − 1 ∈ N, then there
is a v ∈ J such that N + u = N + v and v2 = 1.
Proposition 5.13.
(i) If ϕ ∈ Inv( J ) then (rad J )ϕ = rad J and ϕ| J/ rad J ∈ Inv( J/ rad J ).
(ii) Suppose N  J and N is nilpotent (in particular for N ⊆ rad J ). Then for each ϕˆ ∈ Inv( J/N) there is a
ϕ ∈ Inv( J ) such that ϕ| J/N = ϕˆ .
Proof. (i) Inv( J ) is a subgroup of the automorphism group of J and so maximal inner ideals are
mapped to maximal inner ideals and the radical is preserved. Since involutions of J are sent to
involutions of J/ rad J , it follows that Inv( J )| J/ rad J  Inv( J/ rad J ).
(ii) By deﬁnition Inv( J/N) is generated by the U vˆ for which vˆ is an involution of J/N . For each vˆ ,
by Lemma 5.12 there is an involution v ∈ J such that vˆ = v + N . Thus U vˆ = Uv+N = (Uv )| J/N , Uv ∈
Inv( J ). 
Lemma 5.14. Let e, e′ ∈ J be orthogonal idempotents. If z ∈ J such that z2 = 0 and e + z is an idempotent,
then there is a v ∈ J such that (i) v2 = 1, (ii) eUv = e + z and (iii) e′Uv = e′ − 2e′ • z + e′Uz.
Proof. Let v = 1− 2e − z.
(i) Since e + z = (e + z)2 = e + ez + ze it follows that z = ez + ze. Hence, v2 = 1− 4e + 4e2 − 2z +
2ez + 2ze + z2 = 1. For (ii) note that 0= z2 = ez2 + zez so that zez = 0. Thus,
(1− 2e − z)e(1− 2e − z) = ((1− 2e − z)e)(e(1− 2e − z))
= (e + ze)(e + ez) = e + ez + ze = e + z.
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e′Uv = (1− 2e − z)e′(1− 2e − z) = (e′ − ze′)(e′ − e′z) = e′ − 2e′ • z + e′Uz. 
Lemma 5.15. Let N be an ideal in J such that N2 = 0. If E and F are sets of supplementary idempotents of J
such that E ≡ F (mod N), then there is ϕ ∈ Inv( J ) such that Eϕ = F .
Proof. Take e ∈ E − F and f = e + z ∈ F , z ∈ N so that z2 = 0. By Lemma 5.14(i), (ii), there is an
involution v ∈ J such that eUv = e + z = f . Hence, E ′ = EUv is a supplementary set of idempotents
of J . By Lemma 5.14(iii), E ′ ≡ E (mod N) so that E ′ ≡ F (mod N). Also, f ∈ E ′ ∩F .
We now induct on the size of E . In the base case E = {e} and F = { f }, so EUv = E ′ = F .
Otherwise, as E ′ is a set of supplementary idempotents, for all e′ ∈ E ′ − { f }, e′U1− f = e′ so
E ′ − { f } = E ′U1− f − {0} and similarly F − { f } = FU1− f − {0}. So E ′ − { f } and F − { f } are both
sets of supplementary idempotents in JU1− f , where E ′ − { f } ≡ F − { f } (mod NU1− f ). By induc-
tion there is a τ ′ ∈ Inv( JU1− f ) such that (E ′ − { f })τ ′ = F − { f }. By Proposition 5.11 there is a
τ ∈ Inv( J ) extending τ ′ to J so that τ is the identity on JU f . So E ′τ = F . Thus Uvτ ∈ Inv( J ) with
EUvτ = F . 
Proposition 5.16. Two sets of supplementary idempotents of J are lie in the same Inv( J )-orbit if, and only if,
their images in J/ rad J are lie in the same Inv( J/ rad J )-orbit.
Proof. The forward direction follows from Proposition 5.13(i). For the converse, let E and F be sets
of supplementary idempotents of J such that Eϕ˜ ≡ F (mod rad J ) for some ϕ˜ ∈ Inv( J/ rad J ). By
Proposition 5.13(ii) we can replace ϕ˜ with some ϕ ∈ Inv( J ).
We will induct on the nilpotence class of rad J . In the base case rad J = 0 and the result is clear.
Now suppose N = rad J > 0. By [13, Lemma V.2.2] there is an ideal M of J such that N2 ⊆ M ⊂ N .
Then Eϕ ≡ F (mod N/M) in J/M and (N/M)2 = 0, so by Lemma 5.15 there is a μ˜ ∈ Inv( J/M)
such that Eϕμ˜ ≡ F (mod M). By Proposition 5.13(ii), μˆ lifts to some μ ∈ Inv( J ) such that Eϕμ ≡
F (mod M). As M is a nilpotent ideal properly contained in N , using M in the role of N and inducting
we ﬁnd a τ ∈ Inv( J ) such that Eϕμτ = F . 
Theorem 5.17. Inv( J ) is transitive on the set of frames of Sym(b) which have any given address.
Proof. By Proposition 5.16 we may assume rad J = 0. By Theorem 4.22(ii), (iii), J is the direct product
of a uniquely determined set M of simple Jordan rings. If e is a primitive idempotent of J then e Je
is a minimal inner ideal of J (cf. [13, Theorem 1.III]), and so e lies in a minimal ideal of J , thus in
a unique simple direct factor of J . Hence, if E is a frame of J then M ∩ E is a frame of M , for each
M ∈ M. Furthermore, Inv( J ) restricts to Inv(M) for each M ∈ M. Thus Theorem 5.7 and Remark 5.10
show that Inv( J ) is transitive on frames with the same address. 
Corollary 5.18.
(i) Isom(b) acts transitively on the set of fully reﬁned ⊥-decompositions with a given address.
(ii) If P is a p-group of class 2, exponent p, and P ′ = Z(P ), then CAut P (P ′) acts transitively on the set of fully
reﬁned central decompositions with a given address.
Proof. (i) This follows from Theorem 5.17 and Remark 5.10. (ii) This follows form part (i) and Theo-
rem 3.11. 
Corollary 5.19. Let b : V × V → W be a non-degenerate Hermitian bilinear map. Suppose that X and Y are
two ⊥-factors of b.
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X@ = Y@ requires the corresponding projection idempotents eX and eY lie outside of the same maxi-
mal ∗-ideal I of Adj(b).]
(ii) bX is isometric to bY if, and only if, X@= Y@.
(iii) Let P be a p-group of class 2, exponent p, and P ′ = Z(P ) with centrally indecomposable subgroups H
and K . Then there is a ϕ ∈ CAut P (P ′) such that Hϕ = K if, and only if, H@= K@.
Proof. The forward direction of (i) and (ii) are clear. For the reverse, use Theorem 5.8, Lemma 5.6,
Remark 5.10, and Proposition 5.13(ii) to arrange for E({X, X⊥}) ≡ E({Y , Y⊥}). Then Proposition 5.16
completes the proof. (iii) This follows from (ii) and Theorem 3.11. 
6. Semi-reﬁnements and proof of Theorem 1.1(i)
By Theorem 8.2(i), any two fully reﬁned ⊥-decompositions with the same address have the same
multiset of isometry types. This section is concerned with strengthening this result by involving
pseudo-isometries and introducing a meaningful set of ⊥-decomposition upon which Isom(b) is tran-
sitive. This enables a proof of Theorem 1.1(i).
6.1. The orthogonal bases of symmetric bilinear forms
Let d : V × V → K be a non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form and recall the notation (n − s : s)
for addresses, given in Section 5.2.
Lemma 6.1. If X and Y are fully reﬁned ⊥-decompositions of d with X@ = (n − s : s) and Y@ = (n − r : r),
then 2|s − r.
Proof. Recall that the discriminant is independent of the basis of V . Hence, we have [ωs] =
discd = [ωr] so that ωs−r ≡ 1 (mod (K×)2) and 2|s − r. 
Theorem 6.2. Let X be a fully reﬁned ⊥-decomposition with address (n − r : r). There is an involution ρ ∈
Isom(d) where Xρ = X and such that, if S = {X ∈ X : Xρ = X} then
(i) if |X | = 2m+ 1 then S = {X} with X@= discd,
(ii) if |X | = 2m and discd = [ω] then S = {X, X ′} with X@= [1], X ′@= [ω],
(iii) if |X | = 2m and discd = [1] then S = ∅, and
(iv) for each 0 s n, where 2|r − s, there is a fully reﬁned ⊥-decomposition Y where
(a) Y@= (n− s : s),
(b) 〈X, Xρ〉 = 〈Y ∩ 〈X, Xρ〉〉 for each X ∈ X . [Note that |Y ∩ 〈X, Xρ〉| = 2.]
Proof. We proceed by induction on the size of X .
If X = {X} then let ρ = 1 and Y = X . Hence S = X and discd = X@, as required by (i). Also (iv) is
satisﬁed trivially.
If X = {X, X ′}, X = X ′ then discd = X@X ′@. If X@ = X ′@ then take ρ = 1 and Y = S = X and up
to relabeling, (ii) is satisﬁed. Once again, (iv) is satisﬁed trivially as s = r = 1.
Suppose that X@= X ′@. By Theorem 5.7 there is a ρ ∈ Isom(d) where Xρ = X ′ and X ′ρ = X , and
indeed we may take ρ2 = 1. Notice S = ∅ and discd = [1], as required by (iii). For (iv), either s = r and
we let Y = X or s = 2− r. By Lemma 5.1 there is (ϕ,ω) ∈ Ψ Isom(d); hence, Y = Xϕ satisﬁes (iv).
If n = |X | > 2 then there are distinct X, X ′ ∈ X with X@ = X ′@. By induction on Z = X − {X, X ′}
we have an isometry τ of d〈Z〉 where τ satisﬁes the conclusions. We also induct on {X, X ′} to locate
an involution μ ∈ Isom(d〈X,X ′〉) such that Xμ = X ′ . Set ρ = τ ⊕ μ ∈ Isom(d). Hence, ρ2 = 1 and
permutes X . Moreover, {X ∈ X : Xρ = X} = {Z ∈ Z: Zτ = Z} = S and discd = X@X ′@discd〈Z〉 =
discd〈Z〉 . Therefore, each case of S is satisﬁed for X with ρ as it is satisﬁed for Z with τ . Therefore
ρ satisﬁes (i), (ii), and (iii).
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decomposition W of 〈Z〉 of address (n − 2 : s − 2) such that 〈Z , Zτ 〉 = 〈Y ∩ 〈Z , Zρ〉〉 for each Z ∈ Z .
If X@ = [ω] then set Y = W unionsq {X, X ′} to complete (iv). If X@ = [1] then use (ϕ,ω) ∈ Ψ Isom(d〈X,X ′〉)
from Lemma 5.1 and set Y = W unionsq {Xϕ, X ′ϕ}. Finally, if s < 2 then take W to have address (n − 2 : s)
and deﬁne Y = W unionsq {Xϕ, X ′ϕ} if X@= [ω], and Y = W unionsq {X, X ′} otherwise. 
Corollary 6.3. The set of addresses of orthogonal bases of d is
{(
n− (c + 2k) : c + 2k): 0 k n− c
2
}
where discd = [ωc], c = 0,1. In particular, there are 1+ n−c2  addresses.
Proof. From Theorem 6.2(iv), there is a fully reﬁned ⊥-decomposition of d for each address in the
set. By Lemma 6.1, these are the possible addresses of d. 
Corollary 6.4. Let d : V × V → K be a non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form with n = dim V and let
X and Y be orthogonal bases with addresses (n− s : s) and (n− r : r), respectively.
(i) If n is odd then Xϕ = Y for some (ϕ, ϕˆ) ∈ Ψ Isom(d) if, and only if, s = r.
(ii) If n is even then Xϕ = Y for some (ϕ, ϕˆ) ∈ Ψ Isom(d) if, and only if, s = r or s = n− r.
Proof. Let Xϕ = Y . Then as ϕˆ ∈ K× , ϕˆ ≡ 1 or ω (mod (K×)2). If x ∈ X , then
Xϕ@≡ d(xϕ, xϕ) ≡ d(x, x)ϕˆ ≡ X@ϕˆ (mod (K×)2), X = Kx.
Thus Y@= X@ϕˆ . If ϕˆ ≡ 1 (mod (K×)2) then s = r. If ϕˆ ≡ ω then s = n− r, and
(discd)
[
ωn
]= ∏
X∈X
X@ϕˆ =
∏
Y∈Y
Y@= discd.
So, 2|n. This completes the proof of (i).
For the converse, by Theorem 5.7 it remains only to consider s = n− r, which means X@= Y@[ω],
and from above also n = 2m. By Proposition 5.2(ii) there is a (ϕ,ω) ∈ Ψ Isom(d). Therefore Xϕ@ =
Y@. By Theorem 5.7 there is a τ ∈ Isom(d) such that Xϕτ = Y . This completes the proof of (ii). 
6.2. Semi-reﬁnements
In this section we deﬁne semi-reﬁned ⊥-decompositions of a non-degenerate Hermitian bilin-
ear map b : V × V → W . We then prove that Isom(b) is transitive on the set of semi-reﬁned
⊥-decompositions. We close with a proof of Theorem 1.1(i).
Deﬁnition 6.5. A ⊥-decomposition X of b is semi-reﬁned if for all maximal ∗-ideals I of Adj(b) all the
following hold:
(i) if Adj(b)/I ∼= Adj(d(I)) has orthogonal type then X ∈ Xd(I) has dim X  2, and S = {X ∈ Xd(I):
dim X = 1} satisﬁes:
(a) if rankd(I) is even and discd(I) ≡ 1, then S = ∅,
(b) if rankd(I) is odd, then S = {X} and X@= discd(I), else
(c) if rankd(I) is even and discd(I) ≡ ω a non-square in K , then S = {X, Y } and X@ = [1] and
Y@= [ω].
(ii) if Adj(b)/I ∼= Adj(d(I)) has non-orthogonal type then Xd(I) is fully reﬁned.
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(i) Given a semi-reﬁned⊥-decompositionZ and any fully reﬁned⊥-decompositionX , there is a fully reﬁned
⊥-decomposition Y with X@= Y@ and
Z = Y [ρ] = {〈Y , Yρ〉: Y ∈ Y},
where ρ ∈ Isom(b) is an involution.
(ii) Isom(b) acts transitively on the set of semi-reﬁned ⊥-decompositions.
(iii) Every fully reﬁned ⊥-decomposition of a bilinear map b determines a semi-reﬁned ⊥-decomposition (as
in (i)). In particular, semi-reﬁned ⊥-decompositions exist.
Proof. (i) By Proposition 4.43, {ZI : I ∈ spec0 Adj(b)} partitions Z . Hence, it suﬃces to consider ZI
for a ﬁxed maximal ∗-ideal I of Adj(b).
For each Z ∈ ZI , either bZ is ⊥-indecomposable or it has a ⊥-decomposition of size 2 with equal
addresses. As ZI is semi-reﬁned, the set S = {Z ∈ Z: bZ is ⊥ -indecomposable} has size 1 if |ZI | is
odd, or size 2 with S = {Y , Y ′} and Y@ = Y ′@, or otherwise size 0. It follows that ZI determines a
fully reﬁned ⊥-decomposition
YI =
( ⊔
Z∈ZI
{
Y Z , Y
′
Z
}) unionsq S
in which Y Z@ = Y ′Z@ and Z = 〈Y Z , Y ′Z 〉, for each Z ∈ Z − S . By Theorem 6.2 and Lemma 5.12, there
is an involution ρ ∈ Isom(b) for which Y [ρ] = Z and furthermore, such that XI@= YI@.
(ii) Let W be another semi-reﬁned ⊥-decomposition of b. As in (i) we know W = U [τ ] where U is
fully reﬁned and has address equal to that of Y . By Corollary 8.2, there is some ϕ ∈ Isom(b) such that
Yϕ = U ; thus, Y [ρ]ϕ = U [τ ] .
(iii) Let X be a fully reﬁned ⊥-decompositions. From (i), any semi-reﬁned ⊥-decomposition can
be reﬁned to a fully reﬁned ⊥-decomposition with the same address of X . By (ii) this is unique up
to an isometry. Therefore it remains only to prove that there is a semi-reﬁned ⊥-decomposition. This
follows from Theorem 6.2. 
Deﬁnition 6.7. A central decomposition H of a p-group P of class 2 and exponent p with P ′ = Z(P )
is semi-reﬁned if Bi(H) is semi-reﬁned.
Corollary 6.8. Every fully reﬁned central decomposition H of a p-group P of class 2, exponent p, and P ′ =
Z(P ), generates a semi-reﬁned central decomposition
H[ρ] = {〈H, Hρ〉: H ∈ H},
for some ρ ∈ CAut P (P ′) in which Hρ = H, ρ2 = 1. Furthermore, CAut P (P ′) acts transitively on the set of
semi-reﬁned central decompositions.
Proof. Let H be fully reﬁned central decomposition of P .
As P ′ = Z(P ), b = Bi(P ) is non-degenerate. Let X = Bi(H) (cf. Section 3.3). By Theorem 3.11(i)
we know X is a fully reﬁned ⊥-decomposition of b. By Theorem 6.6 there is an isometry ρ which
permutes X such that X [ρ] is semi-reﬁned. Let τ be the permutation on H induced by ρ and the
bijection of Proposition 4.43. Thus, Hτ = H only if H is centrally indecomposable of orthogonal type
(see Deﬁnition 6.7 and Theorem 4.41) and H@ = Hτ@ (cf. Corollary 5.19(iii)). This makes H[τ ] a
semi-reﬁned central decomposition of P .
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by an automorphism μ which permutes K. Thus, H[τ ] and K[μ] can each be reﬁned to fully reﬁned
central decompositions of P with a common address. Therefore Corollary 8.2, Theorem 3.11(ii)(b), and
Corollary 2.9 prove the transitivity of CAut P (P ′). 
Proof of Theorem 1.1(i). First assume that P ′ = Z(P ). By Theorem 4.45 we know all fully reﬁned
central decompositions have the same size. By Corollary 6.8, we know that all semi-reﬁnements of a
fully reﬁned central decomposition are equivalent under Aut P . Furthermore, this also shows that a
semi-reﬁned central decomposition has the form H[ρ] = {〈H, Hρ〉: H ∈ H} where ρ ∈ Aut P . There-
fore the multiset {|〈H, Hρ〉|: H ∈ H} is uniquely determined by P . Furthermore, 〈H, Hρ〉 = H or it is
isomorphic to H ◦ H = H × H/{(z, z−1): z ∈ Z(H)} and so Z(〈H, Hρ〉) = Z(H). Thus, |H| and |Z(H)|
are each uniquely determined by 〈H, Hρ〉. As Aut P is transitive on the set of semi-reﬁned central
decompositions, it follows that the multisets {|H|: H ∈ H} and {|Z(H)|: H ∈ H|} are Aut P -invariant.
Finally, when P ′ < Z(P ) we invoke Lemmas 2.5 and 2.3(ii). 
7. Centrally indecomposables and proof of Theorem 1.1(ii)
As indicated in the introduction, the proof of our main theorem has depended on a study
of CAut P (P ′). Whenever CAut P (P ′) is transitive on the set of fully reﬁned central decompositions (The-
orem 3.11 and Corollary 8.2) this approach is suﬃcient. However, CAut P (P ′) may have multiple orbits.
This occurs only if there are centrally indecomposable p-groups of orthogonal type (cf. Theorem 4.41).
In this section we have two principal aims. First we show that orthogonal type centrally indecom-
posable groups exist and give rise to multiple orbits. Secondly, we develop examples of centrally
indecomposable p-groups of the other types speciﬁed in Theorem 4.41. We also give recipes to
create p-groups where the classical groups involved in CAut P (P ′) can be designated at will (cf. The-
orem 4.39). In particular this demonstrates that the cases considered for our proof of Theorem 1.1(i)
are each necessary.
7.1. Centrally indecomposable p-groups of orthogonal type
Here we describe a family of centrally indecomposable p-groups of orthogonal type.
Lemma 7.1. Let V be a k-vector space of dimension n > 2. Deﬁne b : V × V → V ∧ V by b(u, v) = u ∧ v,
for all u, v ∈ V . Then b is alternating and Adj(b) ∼= k with trivial involution, that is, b is ⊥-indecomposable of
orthogonal type.
Proof. Take g ∈ Adj(b). We show that g is a scalar matrix and thus Adj(b) ∼= k.
Let V = 〈e1, . . . , en〉 so that {ei ∧ e j: 1 i < j  n} is a basis of V ∧ V . Fix 1 i, j  n, i = j. We
have
ei g ∧ e j = b(ei g, e j) = b
(
ei, e j g
∗)= ei ∧ e j g∗, 1 i < j  n. (7.1)
If we take ei g =∑ns=1 gises and e j g∗ =∑nt=1 g∗jtet , then
0= ei g ∧ e j − ei ∧ e j g∗ =
n∑
s=1
gis(es ∧ e j) −
n∑
t=1
g∗jt(ei ∧ et)
=
n∑
s=1, s =i
gis(es ∧ e j) +
(
gii − g∗j j
)
ei ∧ e j −
n∑
t=1, t = j
g∗jt(ei ∧ et).
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As this is done for arbitrary 1  i, j  n, i = j, we have g11 = g∗22 = gii for all 2 < i  n. Finally,
g22 = g∗11 = g33 = g11 so in fact g = g11 In and similarly g∗ = g11 In . As g was arbitrary, Adj(b) = k. 
Corollary 7.2. Let V be an Fq-vector space, q = pe, p > 2, of dimension n > 2 and let b : V × V → V ∧ V be
deﬁned by b(u, v) = u ∧ v for all u, v ∈ V . Then Grp(b) is centrally indecomposable of orthogonal type.
Proof. This follows from Theorem 3.11. 
Remark 7.3. When q = p, Grp(b) ∼= 〈a1, . . . ,an | class 2, exponent p〉. Note that the smallest example
of an orthogonal type group is 〈a1,a2,a3 | class 2, exponent p〉 – the free class 2 exponent p-group
of rank 3 and order p6.
Remark 7.4. If dim V = 2 then V ∧ V ∼= k and the k-bilinear map b is simply the non-degenerate
alternating k-bilinear form of dimension 2. This is indecomposable of symplectic type. When k = Zp
this produces the extra-special group of order p3 and exponent p.
7.2. Direct sums and tensor products
Direct sums and tensor products are two natural ways to construct bilinear maps from others. To
use these we must demonstrate that the ring of adjoints of such a product is determined by the rings
of adjoints of the components.
Deﬁnition 7.5. Let b : V × V → W and b′ : V ′ × V ′ → W ′ be k-bilinear maps. Let b⊕b′ : V ⊕ V ′ × V ⊕
V ′ → W ⊕ W ′ be the bilinear map deﬁned by
(b ⊕ b′)(u ⊕ u′, v ⊕ v ′) = b(u, v) ⊕ b′(u′, v ′)
for all u, v ∈ V and u′, v ′ ∈ V ′ .
Proposition 7.6. Let b and b′ be two non-degenerate bilinear maps. Then Adj(b ⊕ b′) = Adj(b) ⊕ Adj(b′),
where the ∗-operator on the right-hand side is componentwise. Hence Sym(b ⊕ b′) = Sym(b) ⊕ Sym(b′) and
Isom(b ⊕ b′) = Isom(b) ⊕ Isom(b′).
Proof. Evidently Adj(b) ⊕ Adj(b′)  Adj(b ⊕ b′). For the reverse, let f ∈ Adj(b ⊕ b′) ∈ End(V ⊕ V ′).
Given u, v ∈ V , v ′ ∈ V ′ , take (u⊕ 0) f = x⊕ x′ and (v ⊕ v ′) f = y⊕ y′ for some x⊕ x′, y⊕ y′ ∈ V ⊕ V ′ .
It follows that
b(x, v) ⊕ b′(x′, v ′) = (b ⊕ b′)((u ⊕ 0) f , v ⊕ v ′)= (b ⊕ b′)(u ⊕ 0, (v ⊕ v ′) f ∗)
= b(u, y) ⊕ b′(0, y′) = b(u, y) ⊕ 0.
Therefore b′(x′, v ′) = 0 for all v ′ ∈ V ′ . So x′ ∈ radb′ = 0. Thus (u ⊕ 0) f ∈ V ⊕ 0 for all u ∈ V . Similarly
(0 ⊕ v ′) f ∈ 0 ⊕ V ′ . So f ∈ (End V ) ⊕ (End V ′). As f ∗ ∈ Adj(b ⊕ b′) we now know f = g1 ⊕ h1 and
f ∗ = g1 ⊕ h2 for some g1, g2 ∈ End V and h1,h2 ∈ End V ′ . It follows that
b(ug1, v) ⊕ b(u′h1, v ′) = (b ⊕ b′)
(
(u ⊕ u′) f , v ⊕ v ′)
= (b ⊕ b′)(u ⊕ u′, (v ⊕ v ′) f ∗)= b(u, vg2) ⊕ b′(u′, v ′h2).
Therefore g1 ∈ Adj(b) with g2 = g∗1 and similarly h1,h2 = h∗1 ∈ Adj(b′). So f ∈ Adj(b) ⊕ Adj(b′). 
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(b × b′) : V × V ′ × V × V ′ → W ⊗ W ′ deﬁned by:
(b ⊗ b′)(u,u′, v, v ′) = b(u, v) ⊗ b′(u′, v ′), ∀u, v ∈ V , u′, v ′ ∈ V ′. (7.2)
Let b̂ × b′ denote the induced linear map V ⊗ V ′ ⊗ V ⊗ V ′ → W ⊗ W ′ . With this notation we give
Deﬁnition 7.7. Let b⊗ b′ : V ⊗ V ′ × V ⊗ V ′ → W ⊗W ′ be the restriction of b̂ × b′ to V ⊗ V ′ × V ⊗ V ′ ,
where b : V × V → W and b′ : V ′ × V ′ → W ′ are bilinear maps.
Evidently, b⊗b′ is bilinear. Using tensor products and the following obvious result, we can convert
symmetric bilinear maps to alternating bilinear maps.
Proposition 7.8. Let b : U ×U → W and c : V × V → X be Hermitian maps over k with involutions θ and τ ,
respectively. Then b⊗ c is Hermitian with involution θ ⊗ τ . In particular, the tensor of two symmetric bilinear
maps is symmetric, the tensor of a symmetric and an alternating bilinear map is alternating, and the tensor of
two alternating bilinear maps is symmetric.
Proposition 7.9. Let d : U ×U → O be a non-degenerate HermitianO-form with K =H(O) and let b′ : V ×
V → W be a K -bilinear map. Then Adj(d⊗K b) = Adj(d)⊗K Adj(b) and Sym(d⊗K b) = Sym(d)⊗K Sym(b).
Proof. Clearly Adj(d) ⊗ Adj(b)  Adj(d ⊗ b). For the reverse inclusion, let X be an orthogonal basis
of d and E = E(X). Take g ∈ Adj(d ⊗ b). We show that g ∈ Adj(d) ⊗ Adj(b).
If x, y ∈ X with associated idempotents e, f ∈ E , then (e ⊗ 1)g( f ⊗ 1) restricts to 〈x〉 ⊗ V →
〈y〉 ⊗ V , so there is a gx,y : V → V deﬁned by vgx,y = v ′ , where (x⊗ v)(e ⊗ 1)g( f ⊗ 1) = y ⊗ v ′ . Let
(x, y) be the transposition interchanging x and y and identity on X − {x, y}, treated as an element
of EndU = Adj(d). Set ex,y = e(x, y) f . Thus, (e ⊗ 1)g( f ⊗ 1) = ex,y ⊗ gx,y . Since
g =
(∑
e∈E
e ⊗ 1
)
g
(∑
f ∈E
f ⊗ 1
)
=
∑
e, f ∈E
(e ⊗ 1)g( f ⊗ 1) =
∑
x,y∈X
ex,y ⊗ gx,y,
it suﬃces to prove that gx,y ∈ Adj(b).
As (e ⊗ 1)g( f ⊗ 1) ∈ Adj(d ⊗ b) with ((e ⊗ 1)g( f ⊗ 1))∗ = ( f ⊗ 1)g∗(e ⊗ 1) it follows that:
1⊗ b(v(d(y, y)gx,y), v ′)= d(y, y) ⊗ b(vgx,y, v ′)
= (d ⊗ b)((x⊗ v)(e ⊗ 1)g( f ⊗ 1), y ⊗ v ′)
= (d ⊗ b)(x⊗ v, (y ⊗ v ′)( f ⊗ 1)g∗(e ⊗ 1))
= d(x, x) ⊗ b(v, v ′g∗y,x)= 1⊗ b(v, v ′(d(x, x)g∗y,x)).
Notice we have used the fact that d(x, x),d(y, y) ∈ K× and that the tensor product is taken over K .
Therefore b(vgx,y, v ′) = d(y, y)−1d(x, x)b(v, v ′g∗y,x) for all v, v ′ ∈ V . Hence gx,y ∈ Adj(b) with adjoint
d(y, y)−1d(x, x)g∗y,x . This completes the proof. 
7.3. Proof of Theorem 1.1(ii)
The best known examples of central products are the extra-special p-groups p1+2n of exponent p
and rank 2n [9, Theorem 5.5.2]. It is customary to recognize Bi(p1+2n) as the non-degenerate alter-
nating bilinear form b : Z2np × Z2np → Zp . We view this map as d ⊗ c, where d : Znp × Znp → Zp is the
dot product d(u, v) = uvt , and c : Z2p × Z2p → Zp ∧ Zp .
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Osborn-division ring O = Adj(Bi(H))/ radAdj(Bi(H)) (cf. Theorem 4.41). Recall that K = H(O) is a
ﬁeld (Theorem 4.26). Set
P = H◦n = Hn/{(z1, . . . , zn) ∈ Z(H)n: z1 · · · zn = 1}, (7.3)
Hi the i-th copy of H in P , and H = {H1, . . . , Hn}. Then b = Bi(P ) has the ⊥-decomposition X =
Bi(H) and clearly bX is pseudo-isometric to Bi(H) for each X ∈ X . We express b compactly as b =
d⊗K Bi(H), where d : Kn × Kn → K is the usual dot product d(u, v) = uvt , for all u, v ∈ Kn . By Propo-
sition 7.9, it follows that Adj(b) = Adj(d) ⊗K Adj(Bi(H)) and thus Adj(b)/ radAdj(b) ∼= Adj(d) ⊗K O.
Yet, Adj(d) ⊗K O ∼= Adj(d′), where d′ : On × On → O is deﬁned by d′(u, v) = uv¯t , for all u, v ∈ On .
If O > K then Corollary 8.2 proves that all fully reﬁned central decompositions are conjugate under
automorphisms. We now demonstrate that the same is not generally possible with orthogonal type.
Lemma 7.10. Let H = 〈S〉 be a centrally indecomposable p-group of orthogonal type overZp with S a minimal
generating set of H. Set P = H◦n (as in (7.3)) and let H0 = {H1, . . . , Hn} be the canonical central decomposi-
tion given by the central product, so that Hi = 〈xi: x ∈ S〉 where xi denotes x in the i-th component.
Let ω = α2 + β2 ∈ Zp be a non-square. If 1m n/2 then deﬁne
Hm = {K1, . . . , K2m, H2m+1, . . . , Hn}
where
K2 j−1 =
〈
xα2 j−1x
β
2 j: x ∈ S
〉
, K2 j =
〈
xβ2 j−1x
−α
2 j : x ∈ S
〉
,
for 1 j m. Then every member of Hm is isomorphic to H and Hm is a fully reﬁned central decompositions
of P with address (n− 2m : 2m), for 1m n/2.
Proof. As S is a minimal generating set of H , if x, y ∈ S with Z(H)x = Z(H)y then x = y. Therefore,
Sn is mapped injectively into P via the homomorphism π :∏H∈H H → P described in Section 2.1.
This makes the groups Hi , K2 j−1, and K2 j well deﬁned, for each 1 i  n and 1 j  n/2. Further-
more, Hi ∼= H for each 1 i  n and H0 is a fully reﬁned central decomposition of P .
Let k = Zp . Set Xi = Hi/H ′i = Hi P ′/P ′ , W = P ′ = H ′i , 1  i  n. Also set L j = 〈H2 j−1, H2 j〉 =〈K2 j−1, K2 j〉, 1  j  n/2. Then L j/L′j = X2 j−1 ⊕ X2 j is a fully reﬁned ⊥-decomposition of b|L j/L′j
where b|X2 j−1 and b|X2 j are pseudo-isometric to b = Bi(H). Note that Bi(P ) = d ⊗ b where d :kn ×
kn → k is the dot product and X = Bi(H0) = {Xi: 1  i  n} is a fully reﬁned ⊥-decomposition
of Bi(P ). As Adj(Bi(P )) = Adj(d) ⊗ Adj(Bi(H)) ∼= Adj(d), it follows that Xd (cf. Section 4.8) is a fully
reﬁned ⊥-decomposition of d (cf. Proposition 4.43). In fact, the implied isomorphism Adj(Bi(P )) to
Adj(d) maps f ⊗ 1 → f , so E(X ) is sent to the canonical frame {Diag{1,0, . . .}, . . . ,Diag{. . . ,0,1}}
of Adj(d) = Mn(K ). So, H0@= Xd@= (n : 0).
Deﬁne
(ϕ j, ϕˆ j) =
([
α1X2 j−1 β1X2 j
β1X2 j−1 −α1X2 j
]
,
(
α2 + β2)1W
)
∈ Ψ Isom(b|L j/L′j ).
Set τ j = Grp(ϕ j, ϕˆ j) ∈ Aut L j . Then K2 j−1 = H2 j−1τ j and K2 j = H2 jτ j for 1  j  n/2. Furthermore,
(ϕ j, ϕˆ j) induces
([
α β
β −α
]
,ω
)
∈ Ψ Isom(〈Y2 j−1, Y2 j〉).
Therefore, K2 j−1@= [ω] and K2 j@= [ω]. Thus we have proved that Hm has address (n−2m : 2m). 
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of P , for any P satisfying the hypothesis of Lemma 7.10. But we have not worked with Aut P -orbits
yet. We now show that there are multiple Aut P -orbits as well.
Lemma 7.11. Given vector spaces U and V , the map α ⊕β → α ⊗β from GL(U )⊕GL(V ) → GL(U ⊗ V ) has
kernel
Z = 〈s1U ⊕ s−11V ∣∣ s ∈ k×〉,
and the image is isomorphic to GL(U ) ◦ GL(V ) = (GL(U ) ⊕ GL(V ))/Z .
Proof. To verify that Z is the kernel, ﬁx a basis for V and consider matrices. 
Theorem 7.12. Let H = 〈x, y, z | class 2, exponent p〉 (which is centrally indecomposable of orthogonal type
over Zp by Corollary 7.2), P = H◦2n and Hm be as in Lemma 7.10. Then all the following hold.
(i) Every member of Hm is isomorphic to H.
(ii) Hm is a fully reﬁned central decomposition of P .
(iii) For every fully reﬁned central decomposition K of P , there is a unique m and some α ∈ CAut P (P ′)
such that Kα = Hm. So there are 1 + n orbits of fully reﬁned central decomposition under the action
of CAut P (P ′).
(iv) Hm and Hm′ are in the same Aut P-orbit if, and only if, m′ = n−m.
Hence there are exactly 1+n/2 orbits in the set of fully reﬁned central decompositions of P under the action
of Aut P .
Proof. Let k = Zp .
By deﬁnition, Bi(H) is the map c : V × V → W where U = k3, W = k3 ∧ k3 ∼= k3 and c(u, v) =
u ∧ v , u, v ∈ V . Hence (i) and (ii) follow from Lemma 7.10. Furthermore, every possible address (see
Corollary 6.3) of Bi(P ) is given by one of the Hm . Therefore (iii) follows from Corollary 8.2 and
Theorem 3.11.
To prove (iv) we start by describing the structure of Ψ Isom(b). Set b = Bi(P ) and recall that b =
d ⊗ c where d : U × U → k is the dot product on U = kn . Following Lemma 7.11 we ﬁnd that
Ψ Isom(d) ◦ Ψ Isom(c) = Ψ Isom(d) ⊕ Ψ Isom(c)/{(s1U ⊕ s−11V ,1k⊗W ): s ∈ k×}
embeds in Ψ Isom(b). We claim that Ψ Isom(b) equals this embedding.
By Proposition 7.9 we know that Adj(b) = Adj(d) ⊗ Adj(c) ∼= Adj(d). Hence Isom(b) ∼= Isom(d) =
GO(d). Indeed this shows that
Isom(b) = {α ⊗ 1V : α ∈ GO(d)}.
In particular, Isom(b) embeds in Ψ Isom(d) ◦ Ψ Isom(c).
As Ψ Isom(c)|V = GL(3, p), it follows from Lemma 5.2 that
[
Ψ Isom(d) ◦ Ψ Isom(c) : Isom(b)]= (p − 1)|GO(d)||GL(3, p)|
(p − 1)|GO(d)| =
∣∣GL(3, p)∣∣.
As Ψ Isom(b)/ Isom(b) GL(k⊗W ) ∼= GL(3, p), we conclude by orders that Ψ Isom(b) = Ψ Isom(d)◦
Ψ Isom(c). Hence the orbits of Ψ Isom(b) on fully reﬁned central decompositions are those of
Ψ Isom(d) ◦ Ψ Isom(c), that is, the orbits described in Corollary 6.4. 
Proof of Theorem 1.1(ii). This follows from Theorem 7.12. 
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In this section we construct a family of centrally indecomposable p-groups of exchange type, as
deﬁned in Theorem 4.41.
Lemma 7.13. Let V be a k-vector space of dimension n > 1. Deﬁne the k-bilinear map b : (k ⊕ V ) ×
(k ⊕ V ) → V by
b(α ⊕ u, β ⊕ v) = αv − βu. (7.4)
Then b is alternating and
Adj(b) ∼=
{[
α1k h
0 β1V
]
: h ∈ hom(k, V ), α,β ∈ k
}
,
where the multiplication and the action on k ⊕ V is interpreted as matrix multiplication and where the invo-
lution is deﬁned by
[
α1k h
0 β1V
]∗
=
[
β1k −h
0 α1V
]
.
In particular, Adj(b)/ radAdj(b) ∼= k ⊕ k with the exchange involution and the radical is
{[
0 h
0 0
]
: h ∈ hom(k, V )
}
.
Thus b is ⊥-indecomposable of exchange type.
Proof. It is evident that e = 1k ⊕ 0V , f = 0k ⊕ 1V ∈ End(k ⊕ V ) are both in Adj(b) and furthermore
e∗ = f , e2 = e, f 2 = f . Fix g ∈ Adj(b). Then ege, eg f , f ge, and f g f lie in Adj(b).
Let u, v ∈ V be linearly independent. Since (0⊕ u) f ge = λ ⊕ 0 and (0⊕ v) f g∗e = τ ⊕ 0 for some
λ, τ ∈ k, it follows that
λv = b(λ ⊕ 0,0⊕ v) = b((0⊕ u) f ge,0⊕ v)= b(0⊕ u, (0⊕ v) f g∗e)
= b(0⊕ u, τ ⊕ 0) = −τu.
However, u and v are linearly independent, and hence λ = 0= τ so f ge = 0= f g∗e.
Next, (1⊕ 0)ege = α ⊕ 0 and (0⊕ u) f g∗ f = 0⊕ v for some α ∈ k and some v ∈ V . Thus,
αu = b(α ⊕ 0,0⊕ u) = b((1⊕ 0)ege,0⊕ u)= b(1⊕ 0, (0⊕ u) f g∗ f )
= b(1⊕ 0,0⊕ v) = v.
Thus f g∗ f = 0⊕α1V where ege = α1k ⊕ 0V . Setting (0⊕ u) f g f = 0⊕ v and (1⊕ 0)eg∗e = β ⊕ 0 we
similarly ﬁnd f g f = 0⊕ β1V where eg∗e = β1k ⊕ 0V .
Finally, set (1⊕ 0)eg f = 0⊕ u and (1⊕ 0)eg∗ f = 0⊕ v . Then
−u = b(0⊕ u,1⊕ 0) = b((1⊕ 0)eg f ,1⊕ 0)= b(1⊕ 0, (1⊕ 0)eg∗ f )
= b(1⊕ 0,0⊕ v) = v.
So eg f is induced by a k-linear map h : k → V and eg∗ f is induced by −h. 
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composable of exchange type.
Proof. This follows from Theorem 3.11. 
Remark 7.15. The smallest example of a p-group with exchange type is in fact of order p5 with rank 3
and is an example of Corollary 7.14.
7.5. A centrally indecomposable group of unitary type
In this section we construct a family of centrally indecomposable p-groups of unitary type, as
deﬁned in Theorem 4.41.
Let c : V × V → W be an alternating non-degenerate k-bilinear map where Adj(c) ∼= k with the
identity involution (i.e.: c is ⊥-indecomposable of orthogonal type over k; cf. Lemma 7.1). Let ω ∈
k be a non-square and deﬁne d : k2 × k2 → k by d(u, v) = u[ 1 0
0 −ω
]
vt for all u, v ∈ k. Also deﬁne
d′ : (V ⊕ V )× (V ⊕ V ) → k by d′(u ⊕ u′, v ⊕ v ′) = u(v ′)t − u′vt for all u,u′, v, v ′ ∈ V . Identify k2 ⊗k V
with V ⊕ V by ϕ : (α,β) ⊗ v → αv ⊕ βv , for all α,β ∈ k and all v ∈ V . Finally, deﬁne b : (V ⊕ V ) ×
(V ⊕ V ) → W ⊕ k by b = (d ⊗ c) ∩ d′ , that is,
b(x, y) = (d ⊗k c)
(
xϕ−1, y′ϕ−1
)⊕ d′(x, y), ∀x, y ∈ V ⊕ V . (7.5)
It is evident that Adj(b) = Adj(d⊗k c)∩Adj(d′). Furthermore, d is a non-degenerate symmetric bilinear
k-form and d′ is a non-degenerate alternating k-form. So by Proposition 7.9 and the assumption that
Adj(c) is scalar transforms with identity involution, it follows that:
Adj(d ⊗k c) =
{([
α1V β1V
γ 1V δ1V
]
,
[
α1V −γω−11V
−βω1V δ1V
])
: α,β,γ , δ ∈ k
}
.
Also, with respect to the decomposition V ⊕ V , we have that:
Adj(d′) =
{([
A B
C D
]
,
[
Dt −Bt
−Ct At
])
: A, B,C, D ∈ End V
}
.
Thus,
Adj(b) =
{([
α1V β1V
βω1V α1V
]
,
[
α1V −β1V
−βω1V α1V
])
: α,β ∈ k
}
.
Hence, Adj(b) ∼= (k[√ω],α +β√ω → α −β√ω) which shows that b is an alternating non-degenerate
bilinear map which is ⊥-indecomposable of unitary type. Thus, if k is a ﬁnite ﬁeld of characteristic p
then Grp(b) is a centrally indecomposable p-group of unitary type over k[√ω].
Remark 7.16. Using k = Zp and c : k3 × k3 → k3 ∧ k3, the method above produces a p-group of or-
der p10 which is centrally indecomposable of unitary type. We do not know if this is the smallest
example, but it is nevertheless quite small.
7.6. Centrally indecomposable p-groups of symplectic type
Centrally indecomposable families of symplectic type, as deﬁned in Theorem 4.41, are the easiest
to construct by classical methods. For example, the extra-special group or order p3 and exponent p is
of symplectic type; see Remark 7.4. To create examples over larger ﬁelds k, the bilinear map k2×k2 →
k2 ∧ k2 suﬃces.
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We restate our result in the context of odd p-groups of class 2, that is, no longer of exponent p.
We also brieﬂy consider 2-groups and point out some related directions for further research.
8.1. 2-groups and large exponent p-groups
There are three issues to address with any generalization of Theorem 1.1 and Corollary 6.8 to
p-groups P of class 2 and exponent pe .
First, abelian groups misbehave. For example, Zp2 × Zp has a fully reﬁned central decomposition{〈(1,0)〉, 〈(0,1)〉} and another {〈(1,0)〉, 〈(1,1)〉} and the multisets of orders of the members of these
decompositions are {p2, p} and {p2, p2}.
The second issue is in Theorem 3.11. There we use the commutation map
b = Bi(P ) : P/Z(P ) × P/Z(P ) → P ′ (8.1)
which is immediately Zpe -bilinear. However, the isometries and pseudo-isometries of b no longer lift
to automorphisms of P .
The third issue is our use of Theorem 4.39 which works only when Adj(b) is deﬁned over a ﬁeld
of odd characteristic. Over Zpe , p > 2, we still have the overall structure that Isom(b)/O p(Isom(b)) is
a direct sum of classical groups. (Observe that p Adj(b) ⊆ radAdj(b) and Adj(b)/p Adj(b) is over Zp .)
Since the lifting of idempotents and involutions of Adj(b) and Sym(b) works whenever Adj(b) is
Artinian and 2Adj(b) = Adj(b), it follows that Sections 5–6 are easily adapted to that setting. The
case for even characteristic is not fully understood but the approach used in [26, Lemma 6] seems
promising.
It remains to resolve the ﬁrst two issues. We contend that central products by ﬁnite abelian groups
are not worth serious study. This motivates a use of an equivalence on groups which meaningfully
deletes superﬂuous abelian properties, such as the isoclinism introduced by P. Hall [10, pp. 132–
133]. Speciﬁcally, given a group G , deﬁne cG : G/Z(G) × G/Z(G) → G ′ by cG(Z(G)x, Z(G)y) = [x, y]
for all x, y ∈ G . Say that groups G and H are isoclinic, denoted G ∼ H , if there are isomorphisms
ϕ : G/Z(G) → H/Z(H) and ϕˆ : G ′ → H ′ such that
cH
(
Z(G)xϕ, Z(G)yϕ
)= cG(Z(G)x, Z(G)y)ϕˆ, ∀x, y ∈ G. (8.2)
This generalizes the notion of Bi(P ) and pseudo-isometry as deﬁned in Section 3. It is not diﬃcult to
see that every abelian group is isoclinic to the trivial group. Indeed, if K  G then K ∼ K Z(G). This
encourages the following equivalence.
Deﬁnition 8.1. Given a group G , say that two central decompositions H and K of G are isoclinic,
written H ∼ K, if there is an autoclinism (ϕ, ϕˆ) from G to G such that HZ(G)/Z(G)ϕ = KZ(G)/Z(G).
So we have the following generalization of Theorem 1.1(i).
Corollary 8.2. Let p > 2 and P a p-group of class 2. If H and K are fully reﬁned central decompositions
of P , then |HZ(G)| = |KZ(G)|, and {[H Z(G) : Z(G)]: H ∈ H} equals {[K Z(G) : Z(G)]: K ∈ K} as multisets.
Furthermore, if H and K are semi-reﬁned central decompositions of P then H ∼ K.
Proof. For p-groups of class 2, Ψ Isom(Bi(P )) is the group of autoclinisms of P . Thus, Corollary 6.8 in-
terpreted in terms of isoclinism proves that any two semi-reﬁned central decompositions are isoclinic.
Now suppose that H is a fully reﬁned central decomposition. Then HZ(G)/Z(G) is a fully reﬁned ⊥-
decomposition and so |HZ(G)/Z(G)| =∑ti=1 rankdi where Adj(b)/ radAdj(b) ∼= Adj(d1)⊕· · ·⊕Adj(dt)
for non-degenerate Hermitian Oi-forms di . Finally, [H Z(G) : Z(G)] = [H : Z(H)] and is an isoclinism
invariant. So the argument of Corollary 6.8 applies. 
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of order 212 which has two fully reﬁned central decompositions of different sizes. In the framework
of our paper we can now see this example as a typical property of symmetric bilinear maps in char-
acteristic 2.
Suppose that Q is a centrally indecomposable 2-group of orthogonal type over a ﬁeld k of charac-
teristic 2. For example, if k = Z2, then we may use
Q = 〈a,b, c ∣∣ a2,b2, c2, class 2〉. (8.3)
Create the group
P = Q ◦ Q ◦ Q = (Q × Q × Q )/{(x, y, z) ∈ Z(Q × Q × Q ): xyz = 1}. (8.4)
It follows that Bi(P ) = d⊗k Bi(Q ) where d : k3 × k3 → k with d(u, v) = uvt for all u, v ∈ k3. By Propo-
sition 7.9, Adj(Bi(P )) ∼= Adj(d). Now it is easy to check that d has the fully reﬁned ⊥-decomposition
X = {〈(1,0,0)〉, 〈(0,1,0)〉, 〈(0,0,1)〉},
and because 2k = 0, there is another fully reﬁned ⊥-decomposition
Y = {〈(1,1,0), (1,0,1)〉, 〈(1,1,1)〉}.
Pulling back to P we ﬁnd two fully reﬁned central decompositions H = {Q 1, Q 2, Q 3} and K =
{R, Q 4}, where Q i ∼= Q for all 1 i  4, and Bi(R) =
[ 0 1
1 0
]⊗Bi(Q ) so that R is centrally indecompos-
able of symplectic type over k. Examples of this sort occur only for 2-groups and Corollary 8.2 can
be salvaged by considering only fully reﬁned central decompositions of maximum size. That is the
method taken up in [29].
8.2. Conjecture on uniqueness of fully reﬁned central decompositions
It remains open whether or not the multiset of isomorphism types of fully reﬁned central decom-
positions of a p-group P of class 2 and exponent p is uniquely determined. In light of Corollary 6.8,
it suﬃces to resolve the issue of whether H ◦ H ∼= K ◦ K implies that H ∼= K , whenever H and K are
centrally indecomposable p-groups of class 2 and exponent p.
It has long been known that such a claim fails for larger exponent. For example, D8 ◦ D8 ∼= Q 8 ◦ Q 8
yet D8 and Q 8 are not isomorphic [9, p. 204]. Yet, as argued in Section 8.1, the correct equivalence
for central products is isoclinism. Indeed D8 and Q 8 are isoclinic. So we conjecture that:
if H and K are centrally indecomposable groups and H ◦ H ∼= K ◦ K then H and K are isoclinic.
(For clarity, H ◦ H = (H × H)/{(x, y) ∈ Z(H × H): xy = 1}.) Our evidence for the general conjecture is
limited. However, for the case of groups of exponent p it appears a counter-example would have order
exceeding 530. (That estimate is a result of manual computations and so mistrust is appropriate.)
8.3. General ﬁelds and related categories
The main theorems of this paper concern Hermitian bilinear maps. In principal we can apply
the methods to groups G of unipotent matrices over a k or to k-powered nilpotent groups for Ar-
tinian local commutative rings k where 2k = k. Alternative applications include Lie and commutative
rings where the product in the ring determines the bilinear map. The problem of central products of
nilpotent Lie rings has a history which is not much further along than for p-groups; see [2] and [7,
pp. 608–609].
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decompositions of G vary with each k. For instance, over an algebraically closed ﬁeld, the action
is transitive because there are no non-squares in the ﬁeld. However, for general inﬁnite rings the
proofs must now include Hermitian forms over non-commutative division rings in the classiﬁcation
of ∗-simple rings, and consequently also the related simple Jordan rings (Theorems 4.20 and 4.22);
therefore, such a generalization affects Section 5.3. We encourage a thorough inspection of such cases
as perhaps new and interesting centrally indecomposable inﬁnite groups will arise.
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